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摘要
資訊系統開發是一個知識密集的流程，並且被視作一種社會化的跨知識領域
活動，而這樣跨知識領域的活動往往能在企業中帶來創新，並建立組織的競爭優
勢。隨著資訊系統開發知識多元性的提升，語法、語意、語用三種不同層級的知
識疆界也依序浮現，並從不同的層級降低了專案績效與產品品質。為了解決以上
問題，我們遵循了一個構面發展的方法論，實務的辨認重要的知識疆界跨越流程、
角色與元件，並透過問卷法探討他們對不同層級的知識疆界跨越造成的影響，我
們更進一步的評估各層知識疆界績效對專案績效與產品品質的直接與調節關係。
我們的發現強調了「語法和語意層級的知識疆界跨越績效」對「語用層級知識跨
越績效」的直接影響，以及對於其和專案績效間的調節影響，除此之外，也檢驗
了各層級知識疆界跨越績效對專案績效與產品品質的直接影響。同時，我們也辨
認了對不同階層的知識疆界跨越績效有顯著影響的十八個流程、七個角色以及十
個元件。我們對學術的貢獻在於分層探討各層的知識疆界跨越績效，與專案績效
與產品品質之間直接與調節的關係，此外，透過正式的構面建構方法，我們所建
立的關鍵知識疆界跨越活動也能作為往後研究的參考。對於實務方面，我們建立
的模型可作為資訊系統開發專案團隊成員在面對知識疆界所造成的問題時，參考
並解決的依據，以提升專案績效與產品品質。

關鍵字：知識疆界跨越、資訊系統開發、專案管理、產品品質、專案績效
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Abstract
Information system development (ISD) is a knowledge intensive process and is
being taken as a socialize cross-disciplines collaboration that not only brings up
innovations, but also create competitive advantage of the organization. However,
different layers of knowledge boundaries (syntactic, semantic, pragmatic) arise with the
knowledge diversity of the ISD project and further lowers the project performance and
product quality in corresponding aspects. To solve the problems, we follow a construct
development methodology to empirically identify the critical knowledge boundary
spanning (KBS) processes, roles and objects for different layers of knowledge boundary,
examine their influences to the effectiveness of corresponding KBS, and further assess
the direct and moderating relationships from KBS effectiveness to project performance
and product quality all through a questionnaire survey. Our findings highlights the
support of syntactic and semantic KBS effectiveness to pragmatic KBS effectiveness on
directly or moderately enlarge its effects on project performance, and their direct
influences on product quality and project performance. Also, eighteen processes, seven
roles and ten objects are identified as critical KBS activities that have significant
influences on corresponding layers of the KBS effectiveness. For academic applications,
we not only split up the layers of KBS effectiveness and examine their direct and
moderating effects to ISD performance, but also offer categorized KBS activities under
a formal construct development methodology for future studies. For practical
implications, we offer a model for ISD team members to refer to for solving their
knowledge boundary issues and increase their project performance and product quality.

Keywords: Knowledge Boundary Spanning, Information System Development,
Project Management, Product Quality, Project Performance
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1 Introduction
Information system development (ISD) is a knowledge intensive process, which is
taken as social organizational activities rather than a technical activities in recent studies
(Baker 2011; Hsu et al. 2014; Sammon et al. 2014). Within the process of information
system development (ISD), ISD team members and users, as experts with different
domain knowledge, have to frequently work across the knowledge boundaries between
each other to exchange their expertise. In the field of ISD, as such knowledge intensive
industry, these cross-disciplines collaborations not only bring up innovations, but also
create competitive advantage of the organization (Carlile 2004; Hsu et al. 2014;
Leonard-Barton 1995).
Though it is important to collaborate across disciplines to create innovations and
competitive advantages within the knowledge intensive industry, it is still hard to
maintain such advantages (Leonard-Barton 1995). In ISD projects, knowledge diversity
arises with the knowledge dynamitic of the projects and creates knowledge boundaries
to further prohibit the transfer, translate and transform of the knowledge (Carlile 2004).
To depict the phenomenon and offer solutions, Carlile (2004) construct a framework
consisting three layers of knowledge boundaries (syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic)
and three corresponding processes - transfer, translation, and transformation (See Figure
1.1) (Carlile 2004). The framework is then being examined of having positive
influences on ISD processes and outcome performance (Patnayakuni et al. 2007).
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Figure 1.1 Framework for managing knowledge across boundaries (Carlile 2004)

Under the context of ISD, multidisciplinary collaboration is an ISD process for
ISD team and users to work together for a better requirement outcome (Hofmann et al.
2002). Poor performance of cross disciplines collaborations leads to higher requirement
risks (Hsu et al. 2014) and further comes to fails of projects (Byrd et al. 1992 ;
Chakraborty et al. 2010; Mathiassen et al. 2007; Sammon et al. 2014). Meaning, to
lower the risks of failing the project, ISD team needs to beware of the requirement risk
that is caused by three layers of knowledge boundaries through multidisciplinary
collaborations.
Previous literatures offer different approaches to solve problems caused by
knowledge boundary through knowledge boundary spanning (KBS). Knowledge
boundary spanning, extended from Krishnan et al. (2009), is the activities that help
identifying external knowledge across different expertise and integrating them to come
up with shared meaning. Hsu et al. (2014) indicates that the intellectual capital
(including relational capital, human capital, and structural capital) has positive effect on
the effectiveness of knowledge boundary spanning. Others point out that social capital
is positive associate with boundary spanning (Lin 2014). There are also several
2

researchers that offer possible practical solutions for better knowledge spanning or
knowledge integration across projects. Adenfelt et al. (2007) performed a case study and
categorize the knowledge integration activities in project development into four phases prior to the initiation phase, initiation phase, engineering phase, and “installation and
start-up”. In 2004, Carlile’s framework of managing knowledge across boundary
integrate theories and techniques from information processing, learning, and create
abrasion as correspondent solutions for syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic boundaries
(Carlile 2004). Patnayakuni et al. (2007) further identified the characteristics and
exemplar boundary objects to all of the boundary layers proposed by Carlile. Although
previous researches proposed certain solutions for creating a better knowledge boundary
spanning effect, the exact activities in ISD team during software development process
that improve the effectiveness of knowledge boundary spanning remains unspecified.
The closest works were proposed by Carlile and Patnayakuni by pointing out possible
activities for crossing three layers of knowledge boundaries – syntactic, semantic, and
pragmatic (see Table 1.1). But the practices are not developed through a formal
construct development methodology and remain systematically and quantitatively
unverified. Also, the activities they identified are considered closer to in-team activities
than the activities between ISD team and users.
Our goal is to find out the specific boundary spanning activities that help
knowledge boundary spanning to further improve the performance of ISD projects. We
first follow a construct developing methodology proposed by Lewis et al. (2005)
through literature reviews and empirical studies, in order to identify the most critical
activities in knowledge boundary spanning and categorize them into, according to
previous researches, three facets – process, role (or spanner), and object (Carlile 2002;
Gopal et al. 2010; Star 1989). Following by that, according to previous researches, we
3

map the proposed processes, roles and objects to three knowledge boundary layers –
syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic (Carlile 2002; Carlile 2004). After all the works
above, we would come up with a mapping of knowledge boundary spanning process,
role and object to each layer of knowledge boundary.
Table 1.1 KBS activities in ISD for crossing knowledge boundary
Boundary Carlile (2004)
Syntactic

Semantic











Pragmatic







Patnayakuni (2007)


Mathematical approach
Lexicon
Storage and retrieval of
knowledge






Cross-functional teams
Colocation
Use of various shared
methodologies
Brokers and translators in
team
Individuals participate in
similar activities

Shared artifacts and methods
to negotiate interests and
transfer knowledge
Drawings
Prototypes
“Trade-off” methodologies








Standards for
 Representation
 Documentation
 Data elements
 GUI objects
Event tables
Data dictionaries
Code repositories
Standardized ISD
methodologies to transfer
heterogeneous, specialized
inputs into design artifacts
 Automated test case
development
 Prototyping
 Agile programming
Use cases
Functional requirements
Logical and physical models
 Data models
 Process models
 Models of system
architecture
Development artifacts
 Software architectures
High level application design

According to the contingency theory, the performance of an organization would be
affected by the contextual fitness of its decision (Cohen et al. 2015; Zeithaml et al.
1988). According to the knowledge boundary problems ISD project members meet, our
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works can help them to improve their product quality and project performance by
emphasizing different knowledge boundary spanning activities. From academic points
of view, we not only construct the critical knowledge boundary spanning activities in
ISD through a formal methodology and link the activities to each layer of knowledge
boundaries, but also validate the influences of knowledge boundary spanning
effectiveness to ISD project performance.
Base on the above statements, differ from the previous researches, we propose a
model that depict the influences of critical knowledge boundary spanning activities to
knowledge boundary spanning effectiveness, and further describe the interactions
between each layers of efficient boundary spanning and ISD performance. In conclusion,
the purposes of this research are as following.
1.

Identify the direct influences and the moderating effects of each layers of
knowledge boundary spanning to the project performance and product quality.

2.

Find out the critical knowledge boundary spanning activities that affect the
spanning effectiveness of pragmatic, semantic and syntactic knowledge
boundary between ISD team and users.

3.

Prior researches proposed three categories of knowledge boundary spanning
activities – process, role, and object (Carlile 2002; Star 1989). We aim to find
out the most influential category toward the effectiveness of knowledge
boundary spanning.

In the following sections, we first study previous researches in chapter two to
clarify the notions of three approaches of knowledge boundary, and three categories of
knowledge boundary spanning activities. In chapter three, we first introduce our
research design, and the complete steps and records construct developing methodology
is described here. Following by that is the construction of the hypothesis and the
5

proposed model. After that, we unveil our sampling methodologies, demographic
analysis, and the detail of the constructs measurements. At the end of chapter three the
measurement model is then described. In chapter four, we first unveil the statistical
analysis results and discussions of the proposed model and the hypothesis. In the last
chapter, we make conclusion, academic applications, practical implications, limitations
and suggestions for future studies.
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2 Theoretical Foundation Literature Review
2.1 Knowledge Boundary
Knowledge boundary can be taken as a barrier between knowledge-holding experts
that reduces the effectiveness of knowledge delivery (Carlile 2004; Hsu et al. 2014). In
2002, based on the previous researches, Carlile (2002) proposed that there are three
approaches to systematically analysis different levels of knowledge boundaries syntactic and semantic and pragmatic, which can be referred to the readable,
understandable and usefulness of the message in the field of semiotics (Burton-Jones et
al. 2005). In addition, in 2004, based on the three approaches raised by Carlile in his
former studies, he suggested an integrative framework for helping people transfer,
translate and transform knowledge across boundaries (Carlile 2002; Carlile 2004).

2.1.1Syntactic
Syntactic is the syntaxical, formal representation, and the structure of transferring
of the message (Carlile 2004; Stamper et al. 2000). In 1949, Shannon and Weaver
developed the “Shannon-Weaver model of communication”, being taken as the “mother
of all models” in the field of cognitive system, and constructed the basis of syntactically
messages transferring of all the up coming communication models (Hollnagel et al.
2005; Shannon et al. 1949). Under the proposed mathematically theory, between
senders and receivers, the syntax of the message might be affected by the “noises”
during the message transferring section and cause lost or damage on the original
message (Shannon et al. 1949). In the field of semiotics, syntactic is referred to the
formal structure, record, database structure, logic … etc. According to Burton-Jones et
al., it can be evaluated by lawfulness and richness, meaning, the correctness of the
7

syntax and the breadth of syntax used (Burton-Jones et al. 2005; Stamper et al. 2000). In
the six-layers “Semiotic Ladder” proposed by Stamper et al. (2000), syntactic layer is
taken as the “IT domain” with physical and empiric layers, and being considered as
issues of IT platform which are not quite related to the way people handles information
within organizations. Under the circumstance of knowledge boundary, the noises that
change the original meaning of the message prohibits the fluent knowledge transfer
between sender and receiver is the knowledge boundary (Carlile 2002; Carlile 2004).
There are several suggestions on solving the syntactic knowledge boundary
according to the previous researches in different domains. Shannon and Weaver (1949)
indicate that, developing a shared syntax standard between sender and receiver can
ensure the syntactical correctness of the transferring the message. Furthermore,
Lawrence and Lorsch then apply the above mathematical theory into the field of
organization theory (Carlile 2004; Galbraith 1973; Lawrence et al. 1967). Carlile (2004)
pointed out that building a common lexicon across the boundary would make the
syntactical problem “unproblematic”. From the information system development point
of view, building data dictionary or repository would help software development team
to solve the in-team syntactic knowledge boundary problems (Patnayakuni et al. 2007).

2.1.2Semantic
When the novelty of the project arises, more and more participants and
requirements would therefore comes up, and bring the syntactical message transferring
problems up to forbid the participants to interpret the messages in the same way (Carlile
2004). Up to the semantic level, even if senders and receivers share the same syntax or
language, there are still chances that people interpret the message in the different ways
(Carlile 2002) and cause miss understanding and conflicts within organization because
8

the meaning of vocabularies and terms cannot be always synchronized between
different domains of knowledge. Also, considering the differences on the semantic
approach, Carlile (2002) pointed out that understanding the “differences in degree” is
not enough. At the knowledge boundary, we should consider about the semantic
“difference in kind” in order to further translate the message with shared meaning
(Carlile 2004; Dougherty 1992). From the semiotic point of view, semantic layer,
considered as the lowest layer of human information handling functions within
organization, consist the meaning of the message (Stamper et al. 2000). To judge the
quality of a semantic messages, Burton-Jones et al. (2005) suggested that one need to
concern about the interpretability, consistency and clarity, which represent the
meaningfulness of terms, the consistency of meaning of terms, and number of word
senses.
To solve the semantic knowledge boundary, Carlile’s research in 2004 suggested
that using cross-functional team, holding colocations, building up shared methodologies
(Ancona et al. 1992; Carlile 2004), introducing brokers and translators in team (Allen
1977; Carlile 2004; Hargadon et al. 1997), and involving individuals participate in
similar activities (Brown et al. 1991; Carlile 2004; Lave et al. 1991) are all possible
solutions. Patnayakuni et al. also suggested that, using use cases and functional
requirements within ISD project team are two candidate solutions (Patnayakuni et al.
2007).

2.1.3Pragmatic
Pragmatic is the highest level of knowledge boundary in Carlile’s framework (2004)
that causes different interests and purposes among actors. When the novelty and
complexity of projects keeps arising, more and more participants with different
9

purposes and interests would come to the project. Even if they interpret the terms and
the vocabularies in the same way, it is still possible for participants to come up with
different outcomes because of the variety of the interests. These pragmatic differences
would create costs to the involved participants (Carlile 2004), because such conflicts on
knowledge boundary for participants is not only merely about learning new things but
also about transferring the existing knowledge to the new ones (Carlile 2004).
To solve the problems caused by pragmatic knowledge boundary, Carlile indicates
that the boundary objects (Bechky 2003; Carlile 2002; Carlile 2004; Star 1989) such as
drawing or prototypes (Carlile 2004; Schrage 1999; Wheelwright et al. 1995) that can
help transforming knowledge have been proven to be efficient. Also, according to
Patnayakuni et al. (2007), boundary objects such as logical and physical models that
help building shared interests and goals, have positive effects on pragmatic boundary
spanning.
To better categorize the knowledge boundaries into a more precise model that
describe the software project in reality, we integrate both syntactic and semantic layers
into one single layer. There are three reasons of it. The first reason is that syntactic layer
is more an IT-platform issue than a human-organization problem that goes with physical
and empiric layers in the semiotic ladder (Stamper et al. 2000). Secondly, the problems
caused by syntactic knowledge boundary are rather easy to solve. According to Carlile
(2004), it would be “unproblematic” if a common lexicon is built across the knowledge
boundary. Most importantly, we consider the purpose of syntactic KBS is not only just
by telling others the existence of a vocabularies or terms, but also explaining the exact
meaning of the terms. Therefore, the two layers of KBS are inseparable in our context.
To sum up, in our scenario in ISD project, there are two layers of knowledge boundaries.
First, “pragmatic knowledge boundary” represent the boundary that affects the creation
10

of the shared project vision, interests, and goals toward the entire project. Second,
“syntactic and semantic knowledge boundary” is the knowledge boundary that affects
the construct of the shared meaning, descriptions, requirements, and functionalities of
the output system.
From the knowledge boundary spanning perspective to the solution of three
proposed layers, Carlile suggested several approaches from different theories.
Patnayakuni et al. further take it into the scenario of information systems development
and offer several suggestions (See Table 1.1 for the summary). Also, in the field of ISD,
there are other empirical literatures that suggest the best practices, as knowledge
boundary spanning (KBS) activities, to negotiate interests and construct shared
agreement on the system requirements. In the following section, we take these
knowledge boundary spanning activities into three categories proposed by Carlile –
process, role, object (Carlile 2002; Carlile 2004).

2.2 Knowledge Boundary Spanning Activities
Empirical studies have concluded knowledge boundary spanning (KBS) activities
into three categories – process, role (spanner), and object (Carlile 2002; Gopal et al.
2010; Star 1989). In this research, following the above approaches of categorizing KBS
activities, we construct a list of knowledge boundary spanning activities through a
formal construct developing methodology proposed by Lewis et al. (2005). Generally,
the activities are generated from literature reviews, empirical interviews and discussions
with experts. During the literature reviews, we fetch the process, roles and objects that
are considered important and helpful for the knowledge boundary spanning. We then
further refine, add, and eliminate the activities through the interviews, item screening,
and the discussions with experts in the following steps of the construct development
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methodology. In the following sections, we unveil the sources of all the KBS activities
in our research. For further steps we follow to develop the critical KBS activities in the
proposed research model, please refer to chapter three.

2.2.1Process
To successfully transform knowledge across knowledge boundary, proper KBS
processes are needed to perform during an ISD project (Carlile 2002; Carlile 2004). The
KBS processes we included are discussed as the following.
According to empirical literatures and discussions with experts, depending on the
structure of the ISD team, the project-relevant documents should be processed under the
stakeholder’s authority and/ or petition to show their supports and responsibilities on
political and financial issues. A clear statement of authority can help team members to
operate well, however, ignorance of stakeholders’ authority would have negative effects
on the project (PMBOK Guide 2004).
At the beginning of the project, involving stakeholders into the initial processes
would increase the probability of having shared agreements among ISD team and users
(PMBOK Guide

2004). A typical instance of these initial processes is so-called

“kick-off meeting.” Besides, the experts pointed out that holding a public hearing would
have benefits on sharing common goals and interests between ISD team and users.
During the project, Gopal et al. (2010) pointed out that status review meeting to update
the latest project processing information is an important process in software developing
project. Besides, holding one or more requirement validating meetings with
stakeholders in the requirement process is helpful for raising the efficiency of
requirement engineer (SWEBOK

2014). Also, a closure procedure is needed for

system verification and administrative closure to make sure the output of the project is
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satisfied by main stakeholders (PMBOK Guide

2004). In the maintenance phase of a

project, it’s also useful for ISD teams to hold training processes as supporting activities
to maintain the knowledge of end-users toward the system (SWEBOK

2014). Also,

constructing processes for storing and retrieving of knowledge for keeping experiences
for following team members or users is also identified as an important activity (Carlile
2004; Davenport et al. 1998).
From the perspective of software process model, the models that are more
interactive with users tend to have better effects on the creation of innovation and the
synchronization of requirements between ISD team and users to lower the requirement
risks (Jeng 2007; Wu 2010). A typical example is prototyping model that rapidly
generate prototypes of the system to validate the requirements from users, which is,
highly recommended by various researches as KBS processes (Carlile 2002; Carlile
2004; Jeng 2007; Patnayakuni et al. 2007; SWEBOK

2014; Wu 2010). Other than

prototyping, there are still few methodologies that can help expressing requirements
during requirement engineering, such as storyboard, user story, use case, and cosplay.
These methodologies can be classified as “user-centered design” that take users as the
center of the designing spirit, in order to generate the simulations of users’ contexts and
acquire the real-requirements from users (Jeng 2007). However, traditional waterfall
model, or software development life cycle (SDLC), takes a lot of efforts on each phases
of development, can help generating KBS objects within project and is easier for teams
with limited experiences (Jeng 2007). Also, a standardize ISD methodology and
development process can help ISD team to analysis and gather end users’ requirements
(Patnayakuni et al. 2007; Wu 2010).
Face-to-face meetings, or colocation, as the most effective communication method
between stakeholders, are also important for ISD team and users to working across
13

boundaries (Carlile 2004; PMBOK Guide 2004). According to our research target,
after discussing with field experts, we then imply this colocation to three more KBS
process – colocation for project target, colocation for business value and colocation for
system requirements. Defining project scope is one of the critical tasks that should be
balanced in early phase of project management, and being related to the success of the
project (PMBOK Guide

2004; SWEBOK

2014). Also, managing changes of

requirement is a big issue in software engineering that is called as the central of
requirement management (SWEBOK

2014). While the concept of software developing

can be taken as the process of changing between ISD team and users that makes the
output closer to users’ needs throughout time, most of the projects fail because of the
failure of change management (Jeng 2007). Therefore, we extend the colocation process
to the meeting of project scope definition and the meeting of requirement changing
management between ISD team and users.
A complete list of proposed KBS processes is listed in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1 Knowledge boundary spanning processes review
KBS Process

Sources

Authority

[1], [8]

Closure procedure

[1]

Status review meeting

[3]

Communicate in initial processes/ kick-off

[1]

High user-interactive software process model

[2], [4], [5], [7]

Face-to-face meeting

[1], [5]

Colocation for project target

[5]

Colocation for business value

[5]

Meeting of project scope definition

[1], [5]

Workshop

[6]

Requirement validation

[2]
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Brainstorming

[1], [5], [6]

Training

[2]

Colocation for system requirement

[5]

Processes for storing and retrieving of knowledge

[5]

Storyboard, user story, cosplay

[6]

Requirement changing management

[1], [5], [6], [8]

Interview

[2], [5], [6]

Requirement seminar

[8]

Public hearing

[8]

Traditional SDLC

[4], [8]

Standardized ISD methodologies

[4], [7]

[1] A guide to the project management body of knowledge (PMBOK guide),
(2004. 3 ed.) Project Management Institute, Newtown Square: Pennsylvania.
[2] Software Engineering Body of Knowledge SWEBOK, (2014. 3 ed.) IEEE
Computer Society, Angela Burgess.
[3] Gopal, A., and Gosain, S. 2010. "The Role of Organizational Controls and
Boundary Spanning in Software Development Outsourcing: Implications for
Project Performance," Information Systems Research (21:4) 2010, pp 960-982.
[4] Wu, J.-H. 2010. Object-Oriented Systems Analysis and Design: An MDA
Approach with UML, (BestWise Co., Ltd.
[5] Carlile, P. R. 2004. "Transferring, Translating, and Transforming: An
Integrative Framework for Managing Knowledge Across Boundaries,"
Organization Science (15:5) 2004, pp 555-568.
[6] Jeng, B. 2007. Software engineering: a perspective from practices, (BestWise
Co., Ltd.
[7] Patnayakuni, R., Rai, A., and Tiwana, A. 2007. "Systems Development
Process

Improvement:

A Knowledge Integration Perspective," IEEE

Transactions on Engineering Management (54:2), pp 286-297.
[8] Experts
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2.2.2Role
To successfully transform knowledge across knowledge boundary, proper KBS
roles need to take place in an ISD project to bridge the ISD team and end-users (Carlile
2002; Carlile 2004). The KBS roles we included are discussed as following.
The complete list of KBS roles (or spanners) is constructed from literature review
and interviews during our construct developing procedure (for more detail, see chapter
three). First of all, project manager, as the person who is responsible for coordinating
and managing the project resources and stakeholders, is obviously one of the most
important roles within ISD team (PMBOK Guide

2004). Also, depending on the

structure of the organization where ISD team belongs, executive officers would also
involved in certain colocation meetings for negotiating un-functional requirements,
according to our interviewees. During the interview, interviewees also point out that, in
certain situation, technical manager and people managers would play the roles as the
bridge between ISD team and users’ executive officers.
Composed by IEEE Computer Society, Software Engineering Body of Knowledge
(SWEBOK

2014) pointed out that software engineers and regulators are two important

actors within ISD team during requirements process. In an ISD project, regulators act
like domain experts or consultants, bridging the domain knowledge between ISD team
and end users. Software engineers are ISD members who are interested in technical
parts of the project and actually perform the programming and developing of the system.
During the interview, few interviewees responses that end-users would directly contact
software engineers for changes on requirements. Also, our interviewees point out that
involving user-experience (UX) designer or user-interface (UI) designer into
requirement engineer for better agreements on the overall UI or UX design between ISD
team and users is very important.
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Carlile (2004) pointed out that involving brokers and translators in team have
positive benefits on knowledge boundary spanning. Empirically, according to the
literature reviews, interviews and discussions with the experts, system analyst and
contact person are two important roles as brokers and translators (Gopal et al. 2010).
Furthermore, for both ISD team and users, introducing individuals that have participated
in similar activities would help stakeholders to develop shared understanding toward the
project (Carlile 2004).
A complete list of proposed KBS roles is listed in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2 Knowledge boundary spanning roles review
KBS role

Sources

Project manager

[1]

Executive officers

[6]

System analyst

[4]

Software engineers

[2], [5], [6]

Individuals participate in similar activities

[4]

User experience designers and user interface designers

[6]

Contact person

[3], [4], [5]

Regulators

[2]

People managers

[6]

Technical managers

[6]

[1] A guide to the project management body of knowledge (PMBOK guide),
(2004. 3 ed.) Project Management Institute, Newtown Square: Pennsylvania.
[2] Software Engineering Body of Knowledge SWEBOK, (2014. 3 ed.) IEEE
Computer Society, Angela Burgess.
[3] Gopal, A., and Gosain, S. 2010. "The Role of Organizational Controls and
Boundary Spanning in Software Development Outsourcing: Implications for
Project Performance," Information Systems Research (21:4) 2010, pp 960-982.
[4] Carlile, P. R. 2004. "Transferring, Translating, and Transforming: An
Integrative Framework for Managing Knowledge Across Boundaries,"
Organization Science (15:5) 2004, pp 555-568.
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[5] Experts
[6] Interviews

2.2.3Object
To successfully transform knowledge across knowledge boundary, proper KBS
objects need to be used during an ISD project (Carlile 2002; Carlile 2004). The KBS
objects we included are discussed as following.
First of all, developing a project management plan can help ISD teams for
managing the project definition, preparation, integration and coordination in one
document. It also provides critical information in all aspects for both ISD team and
users to acquire and construct shared knowledge, for instance, the way project being
planned, executed, monitored, controlled, and closed (PMBOK Guide 2004). Also, as
change management is so important to ISD success as we described above, to better
perform the change management, recording the necessary requirement changing on the
requirement changing report is very important for clarify the shared knowledge between
ISD team and users (PMBOK Guide 2004; SWEBOK

2014). Meanwhile, routinely

using performance report or progress report to describe the project status, progress, and
forecast as a KBS objects between ISD team and users is also helpful for letting users
get knowing to the latest project information and have a better cooperation with the ISD
team (PMBOK Guide 2004).
As we mentioned above, high user interactive software development model like
prototyping is important for synchronizing shared knowledge in ISD, therefore, using
the output products in prototyping as KBS objects is also important for KBS (Carlile
2004; Patnayakuni et al. 2007; SWEBOK

2014; Wu 2010). Also, using the output of

mentioned “user-centered design” approaches - storyboard, user story, use case, and
cosplay as KBS object is supposed to have positive effect on expressing users’
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requirements (Jeng 2007).
There are still other objects that can aids knowledge boundary spanning. As we
mentioned in KBS processes, the importance of project scope definition cannot be
underestimate, therefore, the document generated through the process is also important
to formally draw the line for stating the project scope (PMBOK Guide
SWEBOK

2004;

2014). Besides, the construct of the test case for users is taken as a design

artifacts in ISD team (Patnayakuni et al. 2007). Also, according to our discussion with
experts, the constructs of memorandum at the beginning of the project can help both
ISD team and users to certain the agreements on requirements between them. Finally,
according to literature, building standards for representation would help codifying
knowledge among stages of ISD processes (Patnayakuni et al. 2007).
In the field of Unified Modeling Language (UML), there are several different
diagrams used to express the abstract concepts of the produced system. ISD team can
transfer their knowledge to users through the diagrams (Wu 2010). During the interview,
interviewees also tell us about using the deployment diagram to express the server
arrangement information to users to make sure they understand the future deployment
of the system. And architectural model is taken as an ISD artifacts in Patnayakuni’s
research (Patnayakuni et al. 2007). Also, using lexicon or storage and retrieval
technologies for letting stakeholders across knowledge domains to understand the
professional terms people are using is taken as important objects in ISD projects (Carlile
2004). Extended from lexicon or storage and retrieval technologies, our expert points
out that using abbreviation carefully when having cross knowledge domain interaction
can reduce significant misunderstanding between ISD team and users.
A complete list of proposed KBS objects is listed in Table 2.3.
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Table 2.3 Knowledge boundary spanning objects review
KBS Object

Sources

Project management plan

[1]

Performance report/ progress report

[1]

Output of prototyping

[2], [3], [4], [6]

Project scope documentation

[1], [2]

Output of use cases

[3], [5], [6]

Output of storyboard, user story, and cosplay

[2], [5], [6]

Test cases

[6]

Standards for Representation

[6]

Memorandum

[7]

Requirement changing report

[1], [2], [5]

Abbreviation

[7]

Lexicon or storage and retrieval technologies

[4]

Deployment diagram

[3], [6], [8]

Diagrams

[3]

[1] A guide to the project management body of knowledge (PMBOK guide),
(2004. 3 ed.) Project Management Institute, Newtown Square: Pennsylvania.
[2] Software Engineering Body of Knowledge SWEBOK, (2014. 3 ed.) IEEE
Computer Society, Angela Burgess.
[3] Wu, J.-H. 2010. Object-Oriented Systems Analysis and Design: An MDA
Approach with UML, (BestWise Co., Ltd.
[4] Carlile, P. R. 2004. "Transferring, Translating, and Transforming: An
Integrative Framework for Managing Knowledge Across Boundaries,"
Organization Science (15:5) 2004, pp 555-568.
[5] Jeng, B. 2007. Software engineering: a perspective from practices, (BestWise
Co., Ltd.
[6] Patnayakuni, R., Rai, A., and Tiwana, A. 2007. "Systems Development
Process

Improvement:

A Knowledge Integration Perspective," IEEE

Transactions on Engineering Management (54:2), pp 286-297.
[7] Experts
[8] Interviews
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The very important problem that remains unsolved before our studies is to find out
the critical KBS activities among ISD process, and identifying the exact KBS activities
(categorized into process, role and object) those affect each layer of KBS – syntactic,
semantic, and pragmatic.
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3 Research Analysis
3.1 Research Design
To find out the critical knowledge boundary spanning (KBS) activities (categorized
in process, role and object) that affect each layer of KBS – syntactic, semantic, and
pragmatic, we follow a construct development methodology proposed by Lewis et al.
(2005) to categorize each KBS activities into the proposed constructs of this research.
Throughout the three stages of the methodology, eighteen KBS processes, seven KBS
roles, and ten KBS objects are identified as critical knowledge boundary spanning
activities. For the introductions of the methodology please refer to section 3.1.1, and for
the details of how we go through the processes, please refer to section 3.1.3. The
proposed constructs, however, rather than describing the reflective effects of “having
good KBS activities,” is more likely the formative constructs that describe the exact
KBS activities an ISD team needs to take concern during the project. Therefore, the
constructs are also constructed under the concern of a two-phase methodology of
assessing and analyzing formative constructs (Petter et al. 2007). For more information,
please refer to section 3.1.2.
Based on the constructs we proposed and the previous literatures, we construct a
model of KBS activities to the ISD performance. In the model, we proposed the
performance of an ISD project is positively influenced by the effectiveness of pragmatic
and “syntactic and semantic” KBS, which are also positively affected by critical KBS
processes, roles and objects. For the hypothesis and the proposed model, please refer to
the section 3.2. To measure the constructs, a questionnaire is developed to reflect the
empirical status. The measurements of the constructs are constructed from two
originates. The first part is the constructs development methodology proposed by Lewis
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et al. (2005). Through the methodology, we empirically identify the exact KBS
processes, roles, and objects that have positive effects on the effectiveness of KBS. The
second part is from the literature reviews, in order to properly measure the effectiveness
of both pragmatic and “syntactic and semantic” KBS, and the ISD project performance.
For detail of the sampling and the measurements, please refer to section 3.3 and 3.4.
Empirically, 194 samples are gathered and the research model is then examined
through SmartPLS. For the reliability, validity, and possible bias during the analysis,
please refer to section 3.4 and 3.5.

3.1.1Constructs Developing Method
In this research, we follow a construct development methodology proposed by
Lewis et al. (2005) for MIS researchers who want to create measurement instruments
from scratch. Lewis et al. divided the entire procedure into three stages, domain,
instruments, and measurement properties (See Figure 3.1).
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Figure 3.1 Construct development methodology (Lewis et al. 2005)

In the first stage, researchers need to establish the domain background of the
constructs through all possible sources, such as literature review, interview, and case
study (Lewis et al. 2005). The goal is to provide the basis of the follow-up stages. At the
end of the first stage, three outputs should be generated, the premise, the conceptual
definition, and the dimensions. The premise is the overall description of the construct
domain, consisting the goal or/ and the importance of the construct. Specifying the
academic terming, the conceptual definition is a more theoretically approach of the
construct based on the result of the premise. Dimension is the element of the construct.
For better generating these outputs, researches have to go through a one or multiple
iterations procedure, content analysis. During the content analysis, the premise has to
fist being identified, following by that, is the very first version of conceptual definition
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and dimensions that create broad categories consisting the elements of the constructs.
These categories need to be refined iteratively in order to distinct the dimensions of the
construct. Then, researchers need to go deep into the dimensions and cut them into
several sub-dimensions iteratively and make them as “item stems”. Finally, based on the
item stems, the item statements that go best to the item stems should be assign to each
item stems. The final out put is a collection of item statements with good assignments to
the stems of the dimensions, which is the basis of Stage II. In our research, Stage I is
performed under literature reviews and interviews. Since it’s a more empirical research
to practically find out the best practice, the literature review consists both academic
researches and book of knowledge issued by authoritative organizations (Lewis et al.
2005). For our execution of the stage, please refer to the next section.
The second stage, instrument construction, requires three steps for generating the
final version of the measurement instrument. At first, from the domain statements from
the previous stage, the items should be transformed to the instruments and improved
through multiple iterations. Pre-test, pilot test and item screening should be held during
this stage. After the item instruments have been initially generated, a pre-test would be
held in a controlled sample to get the critics of “format, content, understandability,
terminology, and ease and speed of completion”, according to Lewis et al. (2005). Also,
responders also have to reply whether if some of the items are inappropriate or missing.
The feedbacks should be reflected to the item instruments. The pilot test should be
executed after the adjustments from the pre-test. Toward a subset from the defined
sample of analysis, pilot test is like a rehearsal of the final item sets. The responders
from pilot test should also criticize the instruments by responding any problems they
faced during the process of pilot test. Also, they have to offer opinions on whether the
suggested items are sufficient or should be deleted. At the end of pilot test, the
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responses from responders should also be reflected to the item instruments (Lewis et al.
2005).
At the end of Stage II, an “item screening” must be performed to empirically
eliminate unnecessary item through a quantitative procedure proposed by Lawshe (1975)
in order to make sure all the items are important to the discussed topic. First, researchers
have to organize a group of experts in the domain and send them the latest version of
item instruments after the modification from pilot test. Among them, each panelists has
to rate the items by three-point scales, one for not relevant, two for important (but not
essential), and three for essential. A content validity ratio (CVR) is then calculated from
the results offered by the panelists. The formula of CVR is displayed as the following:
CVR = (n - N/2) / (N/2)
While n is the number of panelists who suggest the item to be important or
essential, and N for the total number of the panelists, CVR would end up with a value
ranging from -1 to 1. The CVR of the items should pass the minimum value proposed
by Lawshe for statistical significant according to the number of panelists, otherwise, the
item should be dropped from the list. After the item screening, researchers would come
up with a final version of the item instruments and be ready for the statistical evaluation
in Stage III (Lewis et al. 2005). For our execution of the stage, please refer to the
following section.
Stage III is the measurement of the properties. A questionnaire survey should be
executed and examine the samples statistically. During this stage, factorial validity,
reliability, convergent validity, discriminant validity, and nomological validity should all
be performed (Lewis et al. 2005).
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3.1.2The Formative Measures
To best describe the critical KBS activities, we not only build the constructs
through a construct development methodology proposed by Lewis et al., but also follow
a guideline of assessing and analyzing formative constructs proposed by Petter et al.
(Lewis et al. 2005; Petter et al. 2007).
According to Petter et al. (2007), there are two phases of assessing and analyzing
the formative constructs – prior to data collection and after data collection. Three steps
have to be followed before the data collection. First, researchers have to identify the
constructs by determining whether the measures are precisely formed as a formative
construct. Second, the content validity has to be performed. In our research, the content
validity is taken in the Stage I and II during the process of construct development
methodology. Lastly, researchers are suggested to assess the structural model to prevent
the problems of identification. We take the approach of Multiple Indicators and Multiple
Causes (MIMIC) model by including three reflective measures as reflective constructs
and link it to the formative constructs. Afterward, by assessing the structural path
between the formative and reflective constructs, we can further identify the extent of the
coverage of formative construct by the formative items (Mathieson et al. 2001).
In the second phase, after the data is collected, the formative constructs have to be
validated. Both construct validity and reliability have to be taken into consideration.
Afterwards, the formative constructs have to be analyzed through covariance-based
SEM or components-based SEM. In our research, we use components-based SEM
(partial least squares, PLS) as our analysis model and Smart PLS 2.0 M3 (Ringle et al.
2005) as the tool for validation and model testing. For more information about the
practices of validating and analyzing the construct, please refer to section 3.5.2.
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3.1.3Developing Constructs
In this section, we demonstrate the process of construct developing methodology
we performed in order to isolate item stems and put KBS activities into the
corresponding stems. The following contents would be unveiled by the order of stages
according to the methodology proposed by Lewis et al.
Stage I
According to Lewis et al. (2005), we have to perform “content analysis” through a
four steps iteration in the Stage I and generate three outputs – premise, conceptual
definition, and dimensions.
1.

Construct broad categories of the construct and refine the categories to distinct
groups as dimensions.
According to the previous literatures, KBS activities can be divided into three

categories – process, role (spanner), and objects (Carlile 2002; Gopal et al. 2010; Star
1989). The definition of each category is as the following:


Process: Stakeholders engage in collective activities to transform their
knowledge across boundaries (Gopal et al. 2010; Hawkins et al. 2012).



Role: Human agents who are responsible for using their social relations and
cognitive capabilities to make sure knowledge can be transform through the
boundaries (Gopal et al. 2010; Hawkins et al. 2012).



Object: Materials for stakeholders to carry information across knowledge
boundaries for ensuring the sufficient knowledge transferring across sites
(Gopal et al. 2010; Hawkins et al. 2012).

According to the original methodology proposed by Lewis et al. (2005), the
construct of broad categories and the dimensions should be two distinguish steps,
however, the dimensions of the constructs in our research is obvious. Therefore, the
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dimensions are needless to be refined from the broad categories.

2.

Determine the sub-dimensions as item stems of the category.
Based on the dimensions - KBS process, role, and object, we then determine the

sub-dimensions for preciseness and to match the goal of our research. According to
previous literatures, knowledge boundary can be divided into three layers – syntactic,
semantic and pragmatic by the increasing of project novelty (Carlile 2004). The short
definitions of the three knowledge spanning layers are as following:


Syntactic: Syntactic is the syntax, formal representation, and structure of the
transferring messages (Carlile 2004; Stamper et al. 2000). A syntactic
knowledge boundary prohibits ISD team and users to get the original
messages from each other or obtain messages with all the understandable
vocabularies and grammar.



Semantic: Semantic represents the symbols with meanings. Semantic
knowledge boundary would cause stakeholders to interpret the messages in
the different ways (Carlile 2002). Under the context of ISD, semantic
knowledge boundary would prevent ISD team and users to interpret the
requirements differently and cause risks on requirement engineering.



Pragmatic: As the project novelty arises, in spite of sharing the same
understanding on the requirements between stakeholders, the overall project
agreement between them might still be different because of the differences on
interests and goals (Carlile 2004; Hsu et al. 2014). For ISD projects, the
problems of pragmatic knowledge boundary are usually about higher-level
agreements, for instance, project schedule, interests, goals, or tasks priority.

As we mentioned earlier in section 2.1, in our research, syntactic knowledge
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boundary is merged to semantic layer as “syntactic and semantic knowledge boundary”
because it’s more an IT-platform issue than a human-organization problem and is also
easier to solve (Carlile 2004; Stamper et al. 2000).
Previous researches did point out several solutions for each layers, however, they
didn’t categorize and verify them in a systematic methodology. One of the most
important issues we solve is to systematically identify the critical KBS activities that
have positive influences on the pragmatic, “syntactic and semantic”, or all three layers
of the knowledge boundaries. Therefore, we further refine the three dimensions processes, roles, and objects into nine distinct sub-dimensions (e.g. processes for
syntactic and semantic boundary spanning, processes for pragmatic boundary spanning,
processes for all layers, roles for syntactic and semantic boundary spanning...) as stems
of the constructs.

3.

Assign the item statements that match the item stems the most to the item stems.
The final step of content analysis is to assign item statements into the item stems.

However, our sources of items are not only from literature reviews, but also from
empirical studies. In this section, we include several results from the next stages, i.e.
pre-test and pilot test, into the item assignment phase.
There are two tasks we have to solve in this section. First, we need to find out all
the exact KBS activities (items) as we can. To answer this question, we first go through
the literatures to fetch the concernable KBS activities. Followed by that, we interviewed
nine interviewees in the Stage II and ask them whether all the possible KBS activities
they experienced are listed from the literature review. If not, the KBS activities
interviewees experienced should be added to the list. The interview would keep
executing until no items are suggested to add or remove. The interviewees are selected
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from different industries with working experiences of around one to two years. As
members of the ISD team, they are asked to reflect experiences they have gained from
previous projects. Finally, we examine the list with experts to make sure all the concrete
possible KBS activities are listed (See Table 2.1, 2,2 and 2,3).
The second task is to assign the KBS activities into the item stems we created in
the previous steps. The first step among this task is taken in the interviews during the
pre-test. During the test, we ask interviewees about their ideas toward each KBS activity
about what item stems should the activities belong to. After that, during the pilot test,
we ask all of our responders to choose which layers of knowledge obundary should each
KBS activity belong to in a questionnaire. Merging data we collected above with past
literatures and opinions from the experts, we come up with a list of all the KBS
activities with their corresponding item stems.
After all the works above, we not only generate the necessary premise, conceptual
definition and dimensions, but also complete the KBS activities (items) and their
belongings to each item stems for the following stages.

Stage II
Stage II is a three steps procedure for examining and improving the draft of the
instruments from Stage I. First, as we previously mentioned, we perform a pre-test
involving nine interviewees for examining and improving the list of KBS activities we
built from literatures and discussions with experts. Interviewees are asked to offer
opinions about the contents, readability, understandability, and format for helping us to
improve the quality of the questionnaire. Most importantly, we talk to interviewees
about their experiences and ideas toward each of the KBS activity, and ask them to
categorize the KBS activities into item stems we proposed and offer suggestions on
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adding or removing KBS activities. Each interview was about one hour, and the result
can help us to improve the quality of the questionnaire and to categorize the KBS
activities into item stems.
After that, a pilot test involving forty-one subjects from ISD teams in Taiwan is
executed to examine the quality of the instruments, collect the information of assigning
item instruments, and remove items that are rather rarely exist in practice through the
calculation of CVR proposed by Lawshe (1975). The questionnaire in pilot test is
developed using a seven point Likert scale, along with two check boxes for subjects to
help us by categorizing KBS activities into the item stems – pragmatic knowledge
boundary, “syntactic and semantic” knowledge boundary or both. The subjects are
highly under

control,

therefore,

feedbacks

about

the

contents,

readability,

understandability, format, and the items can also be replied. At the end of pilot test, we
analyzed the collected samples and improve the questionnaire base on the result. We
also calculate the CVR for each KBS activity, and take standard from Lawshe (1975) to
eliminate the activities that rarely exist in practical (take point one and two in Likert
scale as point one in CVR calculation).
Finally, an item screening involving thirteen domain experts with more than five
years of practical experiences is performed to quantitatively remove items through the
calculation of CVR among experts’ replies. Eleven of the subjects during item screening
have more than ten years of industry experiences. At the end of item screening, we
come up with the final version of questionnaire for the questionnaire survey.
Please note that, throughout all stages, the “user” is defined as the stakeholders in
user department, including the representative department head and the terminal users.
Table 3.1 to 3.3 unveils the records of addition, deletion, classification and
modification of the items. In the following tables, the items suggested by the
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interviewees during the pre-test are noted as “Add”. Also, the items that didn’t pass the
pilot-test and item screening are recorded with the CVR value and the suggest standard.
Based on the results, two experienced experts in this area would consider deleting the
items or modifying the statements for better expressions of the items.
Table 3.1 Records of KBS processes in Stage II
Pre- Pilot

Item

Experts

test

test

screening

review

Category

Authority

Pass

Pass

Pass

Both

Closure procedure

Pass

Pass

Pass

Both

Status review meeting

Pass

Pass

Pass

Both

Pass

Pass

Pass

Both

software process model

Pass

Pass

Pass

Both

Face-to-face meeting

Pass

Pass

Pass

Both

Colocation for project target

Pass

Pass

Pass

Prag

Pass

Pass

Pass

Prag

definition

Pass

Pass

Pass

SynSem

Workshop

Pass

Pass

Pass

SynSem

Requirement validation

Pass

Pass

Pass

SynSem

Brainstorming

Pass

Pass

Pass

SynSem

Training

Pass

Pass

Pass

SynSem

Pass

Pass

Pass

SynSem

Pass

Pass

Pass

SynSem

cosplay

Pass

Pass

Pass

SynSem

Requirement changing

Pass

Pass

Pass

SynSem

KBS Process

Communicate in initial
processes/ kick-off
High user-interactive

Colocation for business
value
Meeting of project scope

Colocation for system
requirement
Processes for storing and
retrieving of knowledge
Storyboard, user story,
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management
Interview

Pass

Pass

Pass

SynSem

-

Delete

Deleted

-

Delete

Deleted

-

Delete

Deleted

Delete

Deleted

0.22
Requirement seminar

(<0.29)
0.02

Public hearing

(<0.29)
0.12

Traditional SDLC

(<0.29)

Standardized ISD

0.38

methodologies

Pass

(<0.54)

Note: Both: Pragmatic, syntactic and semantic; Prag: Pragmatic; SynSem: Syntactic and
semantic.
Table 3.2 Records of KBS roles in Stage II

KBS Role

Pre- Pilot

Item

Experts

test

test

screening

review

Category

Pass

Pass

Pass

Both

Pass

0.07

Modify

Prag

Pass

Pass

Pass

SynSem

Pass

0.07

Modify

SynSem

Pass

Pass

Pass

Project manager
Executive officers

Add

System analyst
Software engineers

Add

Individuals participate in
similar activities
User experience designers

SynSem
Add

Pass

Pass

Pass

and user interface designers

SynSem

Contact person
Regulators

Add

Pass

Pass

Pass

-0.02

-

Delete

(<0.29)
People managers

Add

0.07

Deleted
-

Delete

(<0.29)
Technical managers

Add

Pass

SynSem

Deleted
0.23
(<0.54)

Delete
Deleted

Note: Both: Pragmatic, syntactic and semantic; Prag: Pragmatic; SynSem: Syntactic and
semantic.
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Table 3.3 Records of KBS objects in Stage II

KBS Object
Project management plan

Pre- Pilot

Item

Experts

test

test

screening

review

Category

Pass

Pass

Pass

Prag

Performance report/

0.07

progress report

Pass

(<0.54)

Modify

Prag

Output of prototyping

Pass

Pass

Pass

SynSem

documentation

Pass

Pass

Pass

SynSem

Output of use cases

Pass

Pass

Pass

SynSem

story, and cosplay

Pass

Pass

Pass

SynSem

Test cases

Pass

Pass

Pass

SynSem

Representation

Pass

Pass

Pass

SynSem

Memorandum

Pass

Pass

Pass

SynSem

Requirement changing

0.21

report

(<0.29)

-

Modify

SynSem

(<0.54)

Delete

Deleted

-

Delete

Deleted

Pass

Delete

Deleted

Delete

Deleted

Project scope

Output of storyboard, user

Standards for

Abbreviation

0.38
Pass

Lexicon or storage and

0.17

retrieval technologies

(<0.29)

Deployment diagram

0.12
(<0.29)

Diagrams

0.38
Pass

(<0.54)

Note: Both: Pragmatic, syntactic and semantic; Prag: Pragmatic; SynSem: Syntactic and
semantic.

After constructing the list of critical KBS activities in ISD environments, we
transform the items into statements with the cooperation from two experienced
researchers in this area. The transformation is based on the desire of understanding
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whether the items are used or executed in practical projects. For instance, the item
“Authority” is transformed into “In the process of ISD development, the documents
have to be reviewed under responders’ or managers’ authority.” We then examine the
validity and the reliability of the statements through a statistical analysis after a
questionnaire survey. For more detail about the result of the analysis, please refer to the
section 3.5.2.

3.2 Research Model
According to the previous researches, knowledge boundaries between ISD team
and users create communication barriers (Hsu et al. 2014). Depending on the aspects
(syntactic,

semantic,

or

pragmatic)

the

knowledge

boundaries

occur,

such

communication barrier would further lead to requirement risks and cause
misunderstanding on corresponding aspects. Under such circumstances, without the
shared lexicon, interpretation on terms, interests and goals, the misunderstanding on
both requirement of the system and the overall target of the project would become more
and more serious if the problems caused by knowledge boundaries are not solved as
soon as possible.
In an ISD project, the importance of requirement engineering to the product quality
has been emphasized both academically and empirically (PMBOK Guide
al. 2014; Ives et al. 1984; SWEBOK

2004; Hsu et

2014). If the knowledge boundaries problems

remain, and make the requirements not specified properly, not only the product couldn’t
satisfy the users, but also the system would become unreliable. Meaning, the product
quality (or system quality) (Bevan 1999; Swanson 1997) would be negatively affected
by the knowledge boundaries between ISD team and the users. Also, under the high
requirement risks and the misunderstandings between ISD team and the users, the
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stakeholders not only have to learn something new when they encounter knowledge
conflictions, but also have to spend much more time and resources on transferring the
previous knowledge to new one and to create the shared knowledge (Carlile 2004). In
consequences, the project budgets and project schedule would become out of control,
which can be referred to as inefficient project performance (Wallace et al. 2004). Also,
previous researches have indicated the impacts of poor performance that cross
disciplines collaborations makes on requirement risks (Hsu et al. 2014) and the further
impacts to the failure of the projects (Byrd et al. 1992 ; Chakraborty et al. 2010;
Mathiassen et al. 2007; Sammon et al. 2014). To sum up, we think product quality and
project performance would be negatively affected by the knowledge boundaries through
the communication barrier the boundaries created.
To manage knowledge across boundaries, Carlile (2004) proposed a three layers
boundary-spanning framework for stakeholders to collaborate through knowledge
boundary (See Figure 1.1). Knowledge boundary, in the framework, is divided into
three layers – syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic with respect to different issues when
the novelty of the project is raised (Carlile 2004). However, as we mentioned in the
previous sections, in this research, we merge syntactic and semantic KBS into one layer.
To solve the problems mentioned above, involving concepts from knowledge boundary
into project management, an efficient execution of knowledge boundary spanning can
help stakeholders to perform efficient communications, requirement expressions and
share goals constructions. Thus, the communication barrier would be lower and the
product quality and project performance could be improved. To sum up, we propose the
following hypotheses:
Hypothesis 1a. Product quality increases when pragmatic knowledge boundary
spanning effectiveness is highly effective.
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Hypothesis 1b. Project performance increases when pragmatic knowledge boundary
spanning effectiveness is highly effective.
Hypothesis 2a. Product quality increases when syntactic and semantic knowledge
boundary effectiveness spanning is highly effective.
Hypothesis 2b. Project performance increases when syntactic and semantic knowledge
boundary effectiveness spanning is highly effective.
The complexity of knowledge boundary rises along with the novelty of the ISD
project. Based on different levels of novelty in ISD teams, the problems caused by
knowledge boundary get more and more complex. From the basis level of syntactically
differences that caused by something actors known, to the differences on semantic
interpretations, and finally, pragmatic differences based on actors’ interests, goals and
personal values (Carlile 2004). In the field of semiotics, the relation among syntactic,
semantic, and pragmatic also was shown on the Semiotics Ladder, where each layers are
inter-dependent to each other (Stamper et al. 2000). The ladder includes different layers
of communication from physical layer to social layer, representing various issues in
communication theories from machine levels to social application, shares similar
definition. Most importantly, during our interview, more than one interviewee’s reply
that the changes on requirements (semantically) would further effect the changes on the
goals and interests of the project. Since the semiotics ladder has a bottom up
relationship and inter-dependency between layers, along with the raising-of-novelty
relationship of Carlile’s framework (2004) and replies from the interviewees, we
suppose that if the practices of “syntactic and pragmatic” KBS activities are
well-performed, it would setup a proper environment that the fundamental issues occur
in projects with lower novelty are solved, in order to further offer supports for
exaggerating the effects of pragmatic KBS activities. This supporting relationship
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should not only directly, but also positively affect the influences from pragmatic KBS
effectiveness to ISD performances. To sum up, we propose that the efficient syntactic
and semantic KBS can not only help ISD team to perform better pragmatic KBS
effectiveness, but also exaggerates the impacts pragmatic KBS effectiveness has on ISD
project performance. Thus, we propose the following hypotheses:
Hypothesis 3. The effectiveness of pragmatic knowledge boundary spanning
increases when syntactic and semantic knowledge boundary spanning effectiveness is
highly effective.
Hypothesis 4a. The effect of pragmatic knowledge boundary spanning
effectiveness on product quality is contingent on “syntactic and semantic” knowledge
boundary spanning effectiveness.
Hypothesis 4b. The effect of pragmatic knowledge boundary spanning
effectiveness on project performance is contingent on “syntactic and semantic”
knowledge boundary spanning effectiveness.
Previous researches point out several knowledge boundary spanning (KBS)
activities that aid the effect of knowledge boundary spanning in different layers –
syntactic, semantic and pragmatic (See Table 1.1). However, there are no complete and
systematic researches on finding exact KBS activities in practice, thus, empirically
finding out the exact KBS activities is one of our major goals and expectations of this
research. We follow a complete methodology of construct building to come up with a
list of KBS activities in systematic categories – processes, roles, and objects (Carlile
2002; Star 1989) through literature reviews, several interviews and questionnaire
surveys (for more detail about the processing the methodology, please refer to the
sections 3.1.1). Therefore, we consider the KBS activities we proposed as the critical
KBS activities that would improve the effectiveness of each layers of knowledge
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boundary spanning. The hypotheses are as the following:
Hypothesis 5a. The effectiveness of pragmatic knowledge boundary spanning
increases when critical knowledge boundary spanning processes, roles, and objects are
precisely followed.
Hypothesis 5b. The effectiveness of syntactic and semantic knowledge boundary
spanning increases when critical knowledge boundary spanning processes, roles, and
objects is precisely followed.
Based on the previous researches and the results of our construct development
methodology, we propose the research model as shown in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2 Research model
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3.3 Subject
3.3.1Sampling
Survey method was used to examine our research model and hypotheses. Taking
Lewis et al.’s construct development methodology into consideration(Lewis et al. 2005),
three phases were introduced during the data collection. First of all, a pilot test phase
was introduced along with the construct building methodology we follow. The
instruments about the knowledge boundary spanning activities for the pilot test were
first refined through a pre-test of nine employees from the industry in Taiwan. After that,
the complete instruments with all the research constructs were being pre-tested to two
academic experts and then adapt to the pilot test. During the phase of pilot test,
forty-one samples were received from the employees in the industry in Taiwan through
paper surveys and the Internet. There are three purposes of the pretest and the pilot test.
First, the recipients were asked to give suggestions on unclear instruments and overall
answering experiences for us to clarify the wordings. Second, they are asked to help us
classify the KBS activities into each layer of KBS. Finally, the data collected were used
to access the content validity of the operational measures to ensure the measurements
are expressed and arranged in the way that participants could reply as intended.
After the pilot test, an item-screening section to thirteen domain experts in Taiwan
was introduced. Most of the participants have more than ten years of working
experiences in the industry. They were asked to evaluate the KBS activities for us as the
references of removing the items.
After all the procedures above, the questionnaire is then distributed through paper
and the Internet for the respondents’ conveniences. We posted the link of the web survey
on certain discussion forums that are related to ISD (in PTT.cc and Facebook) and
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through e-mails. At last, 194 samples were collected.

3.3.2Demographic Analysis
All demographic data is shown in Table 3.4. As we can see, 77.3 percent of the
recipients have at least one year of working experiences, while almost half of the
recipients (47.9%) have experiences of more than three years. The major industry of our
recipients is information technology (56.7%) and many of the companies have
employees of more than 3000 people (31.4%).
The major concern in the demographic data is about the type of the projects. As we
can see, most of the projects have rather shorter length of development that’s less than
one year (72.7%). Also, most of the ISD teams are less than ten people (79.9%). Finally,
most of the type of the projects is in-house development (70.1%).
Table 3.4 Simple demographics (N=194)
Measure

Category

#

%

In-house or outsourcing

In-house development

136

70.1

development

Outsourcing development

50

25.8

Others

7

3.6

Missing

1

0.5

Less than three months

25

12.9

Three to six months

51

26.3

Six to twelve months

65

33.5

Twelve to eighteen months

22

11.3

Eighteen to twenty-four month

9

4.6

Twenty-four to thirty-six months

11

5.7

More than thirty-sex months

11

5.7

94

48.5

Five to ten people

61

31.4

Eleven to fifteen people

15

7.7

Sixteen to twenty people

4

2.1

Length of development

Size of the development team Less than five people
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Budget of the project

Working experience

Working title

Working position

Industry

Size of the company

More than twenty-one people

20

10.3

Less than 300 thousand NTD

62

32

300 to 600 thousand NTD

25

12.9

610 to 900 thousand NTD

11

5.7

910 thousand to 1.2 million NTD

16

8.2

1.21 to 3 million NTD

26

13.4

More than 3 million NTD

48

24.7

Missing

6

3.1

Less than one year

44

22.7

One to three years

57

29.4

Three to five years

28

14.4

Five to ten years

37

19.1

More than ten years

28

14.4

Software Engineer

105

54.1

System Analytics

26

13.4

Project Manager

23

11.9

Department Manager

14

7.2

Others

26

13.4

General employee

131

67.5

Entry-level manager

28

14.4

Mid-level manager

23

11.9

Executive manager

7

3.6

Others

5

2.6

Information technology

110

56.7

Finance

8

4.1

Manufacturing

42

21.6

Service

6

3.1

Medical

4

2.1

Government

9

4.6

School

5

2.6

Others

10

5.2

Less than 30 people

31

16

43

30 to 50 people

18

9.3

50 to 100 people

18

9.3

100 to 500 people
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18

500 to 1000 people

18

9.3

1000 to 3000 people

13

6.7

More than 3000 people

61

31.4

3.4 Constructs and Measurements
Besides the knowledge boundary spanning activities we construct through a
construct development methodology introduced by Lewis et al. (See previous sections
for the complete procedure for the construction of critical KBS activities), we perform
literature reviews for generating measurement items (See Table 3.5 for the operational
definition and the sources of the measurement items expect critical KBS activities). To
better fit the measurements into the context, the items from previous literatures were
either adopted or adapted for the best fit of our research context. We adopt the Likert
Scale with anchors ranging from one (strongly disagree) to seven (strongly agree).
Table 3.5 Operational definition and source of measurement
Constructs

Operational Definition

Items Item Sources

Pragmatic knowledge

The extent of the shared values,

3

(Hsu et al. 2014)

boundary spanning

goals and interests are built

effectiveness

between ISD team and users.

Syntactic and semantic

The extent of clarifying the

3

(Hsu et al. 2014)

knowledge boundary

requirements of the system

spanning effectiveness

between ISD team and users.

Product Quality

The extent of the overall quality 3

(Hsu et al. 2014;

of the product, including the

Patnayakuni et al.

reliability and the meets on

2007)

users’ requirements.
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Project Performance

The extent of the overall project 3

(Hsu et al. 2014;

performance, including the

Patnayakuni et al.

achievements on planned

2007)

budgets and time.

We also include MIMIC constructs for two formative constructs in our research
model (See section 3.1.2) and developed the measurements by ourselves.

3.4.1Non-Response Bias
According to Armstrong et al. (1977), non-response bias may occur in mail survey.
We need to examine whether the respondents shares the same opinion with the
non-respondents. Therefore, we take the demographic data from responders from the
first and the last quarter (while the responders are ordered by the time they responded)
and perform a Chi-test to examine the consistency of the samples. The results are shown
in Table 3.6.
Table 3.6 The testing result of demographic data
Demographic Data

p-Value

Result

Development length

0.223*

No Difference

Size of the team

0.566*

No Difference

Working experience

0.254*

No Difference

Working title

0.226*

No Difference

Working position

0.917*

No Difference

Industry

0.923*

No Difference

Size of the company

0.414*

No Difference

Note: p-Value should larger than 0.05 to indicate that there is no differences between the
first and the last quarter of the respondents.

At the significance level of 0.05, the results show that the demographic attributes
between two groups have no differences in working experiences, working titles,
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working positions, industries, and the sizes of the companies. Meaning, the concern of
non-response bias is not a concern in our research.

3.4.2Questionnaire Internal Reliability
We also perform the cross factor loading analysis in our research for the reflective
constructs. The results generated by SmartPLS 2.0 M3 (Ringle et al. 2005) are shown in
Table 3.7. To examine the measurement scale of cross factor load, according to Fornell
et al., two criteria are needed to be concern. First, the indicator factor loadings should be
significant and larger than 0.70. Second, the loadings less than 0.50 should be trimmed
(Fornell et al. 1981a). The result shown no obvious cross loading problem, meaning, the
content validity is good, and the participants could clearly understand and distinct the
questions.
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Table 3.7 Cross factor loading
PragEffi

ProductQ

ProjPerf

SynSemEffi

PragEffi_1

0.885129

0.553314

0.344978

0.639379

PragEffi_2

0.933729

0.600531

0.437344

0.727251

PragEffi_3

0.920534

0.579126

0.346026

0.710495

ProductQuality_1

0.556527

0.866964

0.447456

0.622634

ProductQuality_2

0.612599

0.877401

0.4156

0.668587

ProductQuality_3

0.466455

0.862834

0.498596

0.547734

ProjPerform_1

0.380959

0.417172

0.892737

0.464032

ProjPerform_2

0.292476

0.345867

0.870365

0.392317

ProjPerform_3

0.40482

0.58955

0.858351

0.496114

SynSemEffi_1

0.712557

0.665306

0.47286

0.917957

SynSemEffi_2

0.651152

0.6106

0.452768

0.910786

SynSemEffi_3

0.706554

0.659552

0.486697

0.900436

Note: PragEffi: Pragmatic KBS effectiveness; ProductQ: Product Quality; ProjPerf/
ProjPerform: Project Performance; SynSemEffi: Syntactic and Semantic KBS
effectiveness
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3.5 Measurement Model
We use Partial Least Squares (PLS) through Smart PLS 2.0 M3 (Ringle et al. 2005)
to validate and assess the research model and the hypotheses for several advantages it
has toward our research. First of all, avoiding inadmissible solutions and factor
indeterminacy, PLS is suited for testing and exploring complex relationships (Chin et al.
2003; Fornell et al. 1982). Secondly, as our research model, when the research model is
in the early, exploratory stage of development that has not been extensively tested, PLS
is an appropriate statistical tool for analysis (Teo et al. 2003). Third, it allows not only
testing and verification for individual hypotheses and offers the variance it explained for
the constructs, but also the latent variables being adjusted for formative or reflective
indicators (Keil et al. 2000; Ye et al. 2011). Finally, compared to covariance-based
structural equation modeling and regression, the impacts of un-normalized and small
sample sizes are smaller. It makes PLS a better tool for testing interaction effects (Chin
et al. 2003).

3.5.1Common Method Variance
Since the independent variables and dependent variables are collected at the same
time through the same method from the same respondent, common method variance
should be considered as a potential concern of this research (Bruce J. Avolio et al. 1991).
To examine whether common method variance bias is a concern in this research, we
acquire the method proposed by Malhotra et al. (2006) by first choosing the
second-smallest positive path correlation from the correlation matrix and mark it as
marker variable, rm. Afterward, a adjusted correlation matrix should be calculated and
compared to the original matrix. If there are less differences between them, then
common method variance bias would rather not be a serious concern in the study. In our
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research, the correlation between the length of development (as the control variable) and
syntactic and semantic KBS effectiveness is the second-smallest one (rm = 0.006763).
The correlation matrix and the adjusted correlation matrix are shown as Table 3.8 and
Table 3.9. We can tell that, since there are almost no differences between them, common
method variance bias would not be a concern in this research.
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Table 3.8 Correlation matrix
PragEffi

PragItems

ProductQ

ProjPerf

SynSemEffi

SynSemItems

1

PragEffi
PragItems

0.712839

1

ProductQ

0.632994

0.537363

1

ProjPerf

0.413593

0.327948

0.518554

1

SynSemEffi

0.759406

0.642022

0.709917

0.51776

1

SynSemItems

0.726674

0.896697

0.582201

0.381495

0.694741

1

Note: PragEffi: Pragmatic KBS effectiveness; PragItems: Pragmatic KBS Items; ProductQ: Product Quality; ProjPerf/ ProjPerform: Project
Performance; SynSemEffi: Syntactic and Semantic KBS effectiveness; SynSemItems: Syntactic and Semantic KBS effectiveness
Table 3.9 Adjusted correlation matrix (rm = 0.006763, n = 194)
PragEffi
PragEffi

PragItems

ProductQ

ProjPerf

SynSemEffi

SynSemItems

1

PragItems

0.711

1

ProductQ

0.630495038

0.534212882

1

ProjPerf

0.409600126

0.323371965

0.51527581

1

SynSemEffi

0.757767784

0.63958451

0.70794181

0.514476404

1

0.72481291

0.895993605

0.579356186

0.377283569

0.692662476

SynSemItems
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3.5.2Reliability and Validity
To ensure the reliability of the reflective constructs, composite reliability (CR),
Cronbach’s alpha and factor loading should be considered as both of the values should
be greater than 0.7.
The convergent validity of a reflective construct that is measured by multiple
indicators should be examined. The criteria of assessing the convergent validity of a
reflective is through average variance extracted (AVE), factor loading and item-total
correlation (ITC) (Fornell et al. 1981b). To pass the validity test, AVE should be greater
than 0.50. The value of factor loading should also be greater than 0.70 and the ITC
should also be greater than 0.30. The results of the above criteria are shown in Table
3.10, as we can see, it passes all of the mentioned criteria above.
Concerning discriminant validity, there are also two criteria for reflective
constructs to assess. First, the correlation coefficients among variables should not be
more than 0.90. Second, the inter-construct correlation coefficients should not be larger
than the square root of AVE of a specific construct (Fornell et al. 1981b). Along with the
descriptive statistics, the results are shown in Table 3.11.
Formative constructs have different accessing criteria in compare to reflective
constructs. According to Petter et al, a two steps approach is applied in our research.
First of all, the item weighting for the measurements should be examined by the
standard of 0.10 for the construct validity. For the non-significant items, we decide to
keep them for preserving the content validity (Petter et al. 2007). Secondly, the variance
inflation factor (VIF) should be examined to evaluate the reliability. Generally, VIF less
than 10.0 is acceptable, however, having VIF less than 3.3 is preferable (Ebert 2010;
Petter et al. 2007). For the MIMIC model that links the constructs of reflective
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measurements to the formative constructs, while the structural path between them is
suggested to be larger than 0.80 (Mathieson et al. 2001) to indicate the extent of the
coverage of formative construct by the formative items. However, Our results are a bit
lower than the standard, but still acceptable. The results for the path coefficient, tstatistics, VIF, Pearson's correlation coefficient, (and MIMIC structural path) of both
first order and second order formative constructs are shown in Table 3.12, 3.13 and
3.14.
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Table 3.10 The results of factor analysis
Constructs
Pragmatic Effectiveness

Items
PragEffi_1

(AVE = 0.834229, CR =

Users and us can both clearly define the goals and outputs of the

Loading

ITC

0.885

0.595

0.934

0.744

0.921

0.66

project.

0.937848, Alpha = 0.900508) PragEffi_2

Users and us have shared overall understandings toward the
information system development project.

PragEffi_3

Users and us have agreements on the shared value (including goals
and interests) of the information system development project.

Syntactic and Semantic

SynSemEffi_1

We can clearly understand users’ concrete requirements.

0.918

0.759

Effectiveness (AVE =

SynSemEffi_2

We can efficiently help users to express their concrete requirements.

0.911

0.714

0.827654, CR = 0.93509,

SynSemEffi_3

We can fetch users’ requirements efficiently and transfer them into

0.9

0.764

Alpha = 0.895902)

concrete system requirements.

Product Quality

ProductQuality_1

This system has a high quality.

0.867

0.632

(AVE = 0.755314, CR =

ProductQuality_2

This system satisfies users’ requirements.

0.877

0.703

This system is reliable.

0.863

0.759

0.902536, Alpha = 0.838763) ProductQuality_3
Project Performance

ProjPerform_1

Our jobs are finished in time.

0.893

0.541

(AVE = 0.763761, CR =

ProjPerform_2

Our jobs are finished in budgets.

0.87

0.481

This project has an overall high efficiency.

0.858

0.762

0.906511, Alpha = 0.845405) ProjPerform_3

Note: CR: Composite Reliability; Alpha: Cronbach’s Alpha; AVE: Average Variance Extracted; ITC: Item-Total Correlation.
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Table 3.11 Descriptive statistics and correlation matrix
Variables

Mean

Std.Dev.

M3

M4

Correlation Matrix
PragEffi

PragItems

ProductQ

ProjPerf

SynSemEffi

PragEffi

5.450

1.170 -1.070

1.343

0.913

PragItems

5.156

1.016 -0.808

1.170

0.713

0.644

ProductQ

5.010

1.336 -0.766 -0.047

0.633

0.537

0.869

ProjPerf

4.801

1.443 -0.501 -0.461

0.414

0.328

0.519

0.874

SynSemEffi

5.450

1.142 -1.058

1.252

0.759

0.642

0.710

0.518

0.910

SynSemItems

5.153

0.974 -0.981

1.883

0.727

0.897

0.582

0.381

0.695

SynSemItems

0.629

Note: M3: Skewness; M4: Kurtosis; The diagonal line of correlation matrix represents the square root of AVE (only reflective constructs are
concerned); PragEffi: Pragmatic KBS effectiveness; PragItems: Pragmatic KBS Items; ProductQ: Product Quality; ProjPerf/ ProjPerform:
Project Performance; SynSemEffi: Syntactic and Semantic KBS effectiveness; SynSemItems: Syntactic and Semantic KBS effectiveness
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Table 3.12 Path coefficient, t- statistics, VIF, Pearson's correlation coefficient, and MIMIC structural path of formative
pragmatic KBS items
Pragmatic KBS Items (MIMIC = 0.725)
Process

Role

Object

Pearson's Correlation Coefficient
Items

Coe&T

VIF

BothP_1

0.156***

1.287

1

BothP_2

0.218***

1.776

0.331

1

BothP_3

0.208***

2.074

0.143

0.423

1

BothP_4

0.220***

2.429

0.313

0.362

0.571

1

BothP_5

0.129***

1.865

0.123

0.564

0.395

0.524

1

BothP_6

0.161***

1.931

0.185

0.36

0.548

0.565

0.412

1

PragP_1

0.140***

2.786

0.269

0.385

0.666

0.673

0.422

0.644

1

PragP_2

0.188***

1.672

0.301

0.312

0.411

0.546

0.367

0.492

0.566

Items

Coe&T

VIF

BothP_1

BothP_2

BothP_3 BothP_4 BothP_5 BothP_6 PragP_1 PragP_2

1

BothR_1 PragR_1 Note: Coe&T: Path coefficient and t-statistics; MIMIC: Multiple

BothR_1 0.797***

1.184

1

Indicators MultIple Causes ; VIF: Variance Inflation Factor;

PragR_1

0.358*

1.184

0.394

1 BothP: Syntactic, semantic and pragmatic KBS Process, PragP:

Items

Coe&T

VIF

PragO_1 PragO_2 Pragmatic KBS Process; BothR: Syntactic, semantic and

PragO_1 0.429***

1.519

1

PragO_2 0.695***

1.519

0.585

pragmatic KBS Role; PragR: Pragmatic KBS role; PragO:
1 Pragmatic KBS Object; †p<0.1, *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001
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Table 3.13 Path coefficient, t- statistics, VIF, Pearson's correlation coefficient, and MIMIC structural path of formative syntactic
and semantic KBS items
Syntactic and Semantic KBS Items (MIMIC = 0.734)
Process

Pearson's Correlation Coefficient
Items

Coe&T

VIF

BothP_1

BothP_2

BothP_1

0.054*

1.494

1

0.335

0.147

0.317

0.129

0.164

BothP_2

0.091**

2.001

0.335

1

0.426

0.365

0.567

0.337

BothP_3

0.104***

2.296

0.147

0.426

1

0.573

0.399

0.522

BothP_4

0.047†

2.375

0.317

0.365

0.573

1

0.527

0.539

BothP_5

0.075**

2.077

0.129

0.567

0.399

0.527

1

0.385

BothP_6

0.041

2.336

0.164

0.337

0.522

0.539

0.385

1

SynSemP_1

0.079*

2.828

0.3

0.38

0.618

0.591

0.436

0.582

SynSemP_2

0.060*

1.992

0.24

0.384

0.382

0.417

0.416

0.356

SynSemP_3

0.109***

2.416

0.175

0.339

0.412

0.51

0.335

0.597

SynSemP_4

0.095**

2.067

0.194

0.425

0.36

0.476

0.442

0.51

SynSemP_5

0.158***

2.305

0.288

0.433

0.276

0.494

0.414

0.484

SynSemP_6

0.146***

2.828

0.394

0.399

0.512

0.544

0.367

0.605

SynSemP_7

0.153***

1.568

0.263

0.37

0.376

0.362

0.441

0.345
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BothP_3

BothP_4

BothP_5

BothP_6

Role

Object

SynSemP_8

0.132***

1.784

0.177

0.422

0.271

0.276

0.322

0.323

SynSemP_9

0.03

2.121

0.202

0.328

0.398

0.411

0.297

0.437

SynSemP_10 0.106***

1.869

0.065

0.287

0.31

0.337

0.318

0.509

Items

Coe&T

VIF

BothR_1

0.264***

1.102

1

0.18

-0.073

0.208

0.245

0.224

SynSemR_1

0.204***

1.299

0.18

1

0.116

0.327

0.385

0.405

SynSemR_2

0.097*

1.027

-0.073

0.116

1

0.073

0.031

0.069

SynSemR_3

0.218***

1.48

0.208

0.327

0.073

1

0.481

0.48

SynSemR_4

0.248***

1.522

0.245

0.385

0.031

0.481

1

0.47

SynSemR_5

0.466***

1.533

0.224

0.405

0.069

0.48

0.47

1

Items

Coe&T

VIF

SynSemO_1

0.208***

1.536

1

0.514

0.318

0.388

0.434

0.237

SynSemO_2

0.181**

2.273

0.514

1

0.548

0.351

0.559

0.513

SynSemO_3

0.092

1.911

0.318

0.548

1

0.541

0.563

0.445

SynSemO_4

0.097†

1.801

0.388

0.351

0.541

1

0.59

0.311

SynSemO_5

0.287***

2.189

0.434

0.559

0.563

0.59

1

0.457

SynSemO_6

0.181***

1.983

0.237

0.513

0.445

0.311

0.457

1

SynSemO_7

0.133**

1.954

0.347

0.48

0.407

0.286

0.452

0.612

SynSemO_8

0.197**

1.953

0.271

0.553

0.376

0.236

0.468

0.577

BothR_1

SynSemR_1 SynSemR_2 SynSemR_3 SynSemR_4 SynSemR_5

SynSemO_1 SynSemO_2 SynSemO_3 SynSemO_4 SynSemO_5 SynSemO_6
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Table 3.13 Path coefficient, t- statistics, VIF, Pearson's correlation coefficient, and MIMIC structural path of formative syntactic and
semantic KBS items (continued)
Syntactic and Semantic KBS Items (MIMIC = 0.744)
Process

Pearson's Correlation Coefficient
Items

SynSemP_1

SynSemP_2

SynSemP_3 SynSemP_4 SynSemP_5 SynSemP_6 SynSemP_7 SynSemP_8

BothP_1

0.3

0.24

0.175

0.194

0.288

0.394

0.263

0.177

BothP_2

0.38

0.384

0.339

0.425

0.433

0.399

0.37

0.422

BothP_3

0.618

0.382

0.412

0.36

0.276

0.512

0.376

0.271

BothP_4

0.591

0.417

0.51

0.476

0.494

0.544

0.362

0.276

BothP_5

0.436

0.416

0.335

0.442

0.414

0.367

0.441

0.322

BothP_6

0.582

0.356

0.597

0.51

0.484

0.605

0.345

0.323

SynSemP_1

1

0.426

0.597

0.449

0.439

0.594

0.326

0.311

SynSemP_2

0.426

1

0.282

0.552

0.461

0.369

0.394

0.479

SynSemP_3

0.597

0.282

1

0.508

0.519

0.607

0.351

0.429

SynSemP_4

0.449

0.552

0.508

1

0.502

0.493

0.39

0.506

SynSemP_5

0.439

0.461

0.519

0.502

1

0.576

0.333

0.401

SynSemP_6

0.594

0.369

0.607

0.493

0.576

1

0.453

0.422

SynSemP_7

0.326

0.394

0.351

0.39

0.333

0.453

1

0.374
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SynSemP_8

0.311

0.479

0.429

0.506

0.401

0.422

0.374

1

SynSemP_9

0.6

0.216

0.58

0.388

0.43

0.597

0.255

0.383

0.357

0.407

0.411

0.433

0.562

0.419

0.224

0.421

SynSemP_10
Object

Items

SynSemO_7 SynSemO_8

SynSemO_1

0.347

0.271

SynSemO_2

0.48

0.553

SynSemO_3

0.407

0.376

SynSemO_4

0.286

0.236

SynSemO_5

0.452

0.468

SynSemO_6

0.612

0.577

SynSemO_7

1

0.584

SynSemO_8

0.584

1

Table 3.13 Path coefficient, t- statistics, VIF, Pearson's correlation coefficient, and MIMIC structural path of formative syntactic and
semantic KBS items (continued)
Syntactic and Semantic KBS Items (MIMIC = 0.734)
Process

Items

Pearson's Correlation

Note: Coe&T: Path coefficient and t-statistics;MIMIC: Multiple Indicators MultIple

Coefficient

Causes; VIF: Variance Inflation Factor; BothP: Syntactic, semantic and pragmatic

SynSemP_9 SynSemP_10 KBS Process, SynSemP: Syntactic and Semantic KBS Process; BothR: Syntactic,
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BothP_1

0.202

0.065 semantic and pragmatic KBS Role; SynSemR: Syntactic and Semantic KBS role;

BothP_2

0.328

0.287 SynSemO: Syntactic and Semantic KBS Object; † p<0.1, *p<0.05, **p<0.01,

BothP_3

0.398

BothP_4

0.411

0.337

BothP_5

0.297

0.318

BothP_6

0.437

0.509

SynSemP_1

0.6

0.357

SynSemP_2

0.216

0.407

SynSemP_3

0.58

0.411

SynSemP_4

0.388

0.433

SynSemP_5

0.43

0.562

SynSemP_6

0.597

0.419

SynSemP_7

0.255

0.224

SynSemP_8

0.383

0.421

SynSemP_9

1

0.414

0.414

1

SynSemP_10

0.31 ***p<0.001
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Table 3.14 Path coefficient, t- statistics, VIF, and Pearson's correlation coefficient of formative pragmatic and “syntactic and semantic”
second-order KBS items
Pragmatic KBS Items
Pearson's Correlation Coefficient
Coe&T

VIF

PragPro

PragRole

PragObj

PragPro

0.081***

1.615

1

0.413

0.585

PragRole

0.126***

1.261

0.413

1

0.396

PragObj

0.206***

1.589

0.585

0.396

1

Syntactic and Semantic KBS Items
Coe&T

VIF

SynSemPro

SynSemRole

SynSemObj

SynSemPro

0.619***

3.807

1

0.794

0.818

SynSemRole

0.191***

3.05

0.794

1

0.766

SynSemObj

0.25***

3.404

0.818

0.766

1

Note: Coe&T: Path coefficient and t-statistics; VIF: Variance Inflation Factor; PragPro: Pragmatic KBS Process; PragRole: Pragmatic KBS
Role; PragObj: Pragmatic KBS Object; SynSemPro: Syntactic and Semantic KBS Process; SynSemRole: Syntactic and Semantic KBS Role;
SynSemObj: Syntactic and Semantic KBS Object; †p<0.1, *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001
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4 Analysis and Discussions
4.1 Data Analysis
We test the hypotheses through partial least squares (PLS) regression analysis by
using SmartPLS 2.0.M3 (Ringle et al. 2005). The results, including path coefficients
and explained variances, are shown in the Figure 4.1. Note that when we are evaluating
the critical knowledge boundary spanning (KBS) activities, there are six processes and
one role that are proposed to affect all three layers of knowledge boundary spanning. In
other words, there are six KBS processes (see Figure 4.2 and Table 5.2) and the role
“project manager” that are duplicated in both pragmatic processes and “syntactic and
semantic” processes.
As we can see in Figure 4.1, the result between pragmatic knowledge boundary
spanning (KBS) effectiveness and product quality is both positive and significant
(β=0.200, p<0.05), however, the result between pragmatic KBS effectiveness and
project performance is positive but not significant. The result supports our hypothesis
H1a, but not H1b. Therefore, the positive influence of pragmatic KBS effectiveness
toward the product quality can be proved, but we cannot prove that it’s also positively
influencing the project performance. The reason of the insignificance of H1b might be
that the synchronization on the goals and interests doesn’t mean the project time and
budgets won’t be affected by other reasons. We also assume that, since we the projects
with rather smaller team, budget, and duration are majoring our samples, contributing
by the syntactic and semantic KBS, satisfying functional requirements would be
sufficient to meet higher project performance and makes the efforts of pragmatic KBS
less significant in small projects.
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Figure 4.1 Path coefficients of the research model
*p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001
The result between syntactic and semantic knowledge boundary spanning
effectiveness and both product quality (β=0.510, p<0.001) and project performance (β
=0.528, p<0.001) are positive and significant. This proves our hypotheses H2a and H2b,
meaning, in an ISD project, if the syntactic and semantic KBS were efficient, the
product quality and project performance would both be better.
The result between syntactic and semantic KBS effectiveness and pragmatic KBS
effectiveness is both positive and significant (β=0.513, p<0.001). This proves the
hypothesis H3, meaning, the more efficient syntactic and semantic KBS is, the better
pragmatic KBS effectiveness would get.
The moderating effect that the syntactic and semantic KBS effectiveness has
toward the influence of pragmatic KBS effectiveness to product quality is not
significant, however, the moderating effect significantly affect the influence of
pragmatic KBS effectiveness to project performance. Therefore, we cannot prove our
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hypothesis H4a. The reason of the insignificant might also be the size of the sample
projects. In the smaller projects, as long as the syntactic and semantic KBS is efficient,
there’s less space for pragmatic knowledge boundary spanning’s efforts. Thus, the direct
influence of effective syntactic and semantic KBS to product quality is so strong that
makes its moderating effect toward the positive influence of effective pragmatic KBS to
product quality insignificant.
However, H4b is still proven to be significant. Meaning, the syntactic and semantic
KBS effectiveness would positively aid the influence of pragmatic KBS toward the
project performance.
The result between proposed pragmatic KBS activities and pragmatic KBS
effectiveness is both positive and significant (β=0.383, p<0.001). Also, the result
between proposed syntactic and semantic activities and syntactic and semantic KBS
effectiveness is positive and significant (β=0.695, p<0.001). The results support our
hypotheses H5a and H5b, meaning the proposed KBS activities have positive and
significant influences on the effectiveness of corresponding layers of KBS. The more
the ISD team follows the KBS activities we proposed, the more likely it would result in
good KBS effectiveness.
We then depict the result of both of the first order boundary spanning activities in
Figure 4.2. All the process, roles, and objects are both positive and significant to
corresponding layers of knowledge boundary spanning activities. Among them, both
pragmatic processes (β=0.801, p<0.001) and “syntactic and semantic” processes
(β=0.619, p<0.001) have the highestβ values.
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Figure 4.2 Path coefficients of the first order KBS activities

We also assess the mediating effect on whether syntactic and semantic KBS
effectiveness is mediating the influence syntactic and semantic activities make on
pragmatic KBS effectiveness. We access it through both bootstrapping (Shrout et al.
2002) and Sobel test (Sobel 1982). The result of bootstrapping is shown in Figure 4.3.
As we can see, the significance of syntactic and semantic KBS activities make on
pragmatic KBS effectiveness turns from significant to non-significant after the mediator
is involved. Also, the result of Sobel test statistic is 4.973 (which is larger than 1.96).
Therefore, the finding shows that syntactic and semantic KBS effectiveness is full
mediating variable.
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Figure 4.3 Assessing the mediating effect

4.2 Discussion
Based on the analysis above, four major findings were highlighted. First, each layer
of the proposed KBS activities is proven to have positive and significant influences on
corresponding layers of KBS effectiveness. What worth mentioning is, narrowing down
to the first order formative constructs, each of the pragmatic and “syntactic and
semantic” processes, roles, and object has different path coefficient to the second order
formative constructs. An interesting finding is that, in both pragmatic and “syntactic and
semantic” KBS activities, processes have the highest influences toward the KBS
activities. Also, roles and objects have rather lower influences toward the KBS activities,
we suppose it’s because our responders are having rather smaller projects that makes
specifying specific roles or objects during the project rather not so influential.
Our second finding is focus on the relationships between each layer of KBS
effectiveness and the ISD performance. Although the impact of efficient pragmatic KBS
to project performance is not significant according to our data, we assume it’s the matter
of rather smaller project size in our samples. Nevertheless, the impact of having
efficient KBS on good product quality and project performance (only syntactic and
semantic KBS) in ISD is proved. Also, our hypothesis that the effectiveness of the
syntactic and semantic KBS has significantly positive effects on pragmatic effectiveness
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is supported, which seconds the theories that take syntactic, semantic and pragmatic
knowledge boundary as a layered framework that raised with the increasing of the
novelty (Carlile 2004) and point out that having good syntactic and semantic KBS
effectiveness would help increasing the effectiveness of pragmatic KBS.
Our third findings are based on the moderating effects we observe from the model.
First of all, the effectiveness of syntactic and semantic KBS is proved to be positively
significant to the impact the effectiveness of pragmatic KBS to the project performance.
Moreover, if we look into Figure 4.4, which depict the interaction of the two layers of
KBS effectiveness and the project performance, we can find out an interesting
observation. That is, when syntactic and semantic KBS are not efficiently performed,
compared to high syntactic and semantic KBS effectiveness, the effectiveness of
pragmatic KBS has lower impacts on the project performance. On the other hand, we
can tell that, the high effectiveness of syntactic and semantic KBS supports the effect
pragmatic KBS effectiveness makes on the project performance. However, when we use
the “in-house projects” from the samples only, we notice that the moderating effect
become not significant. We suppose it’s because the in house projects have lower
importance on project goals, and the fulfillment of requirements is the most important
issue. Also, we notice that the out-souring projects differ from in-house projects on the
time and budget pressures, and make the fulfillment of the shared goals and interests
even more important. That is, for in-house projects, the project schedule and budget can
be under control as long as the requirements are well synchronized.
Finally, through the mediation effect we proved in the previous section (see Figure
4.3). We can tell that the effect of performing syntactic and semantic KBS activities
make on the pragmatic KBS effectiveness is fully mediated by syntactic and semantic
KBS effectiveness. It points out that as ISD team having syntactic and semantic KBS
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activities well performed, the effectiveness of syntactic and semantic KBS would rise as
well and further positively affect pragmatic KBS effectiveness afterward.

Interaction effect between
Pragmatic and "Syntactic and Semantic" KBS Effectiveness
1

Project Performance

0.8
0.6
0.4
Low

0.2

Mi

0
-0.2

1

2

3

High

-0.4
-0.6
-0.8

Pragmatic KBS Effectiveness

Figure 4.4 The effect between SynSemKBS*PragKBS and project performance
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5 Conclusions and Implications
5.1 Conclusions
There are three major goals in this research. First, we desire to identify the direct
influences and the moderating effects of each layers of knowledge boundary spanning
(KBS) to the project performance and product quality. Second, we want to find out the
critical KBS activities that affect the spanning effectiveness of pragmatic, semantic and
syntactic knowledge boundary between ISD team and users. Finally, prior researches
proposed three categories of KBS activities – process, role, and object (Carlile, 2002;
Star, 1989). We tend to find out the most influential category toward the effectiveness of
KBS.
Through the samples of 194 employees in IT department, the result seconds our
hypothesis that, in an ISD project, when syntactic, semantic and pragmatic KBS is
efficient, the product quality would also increase. The positive influences of pragmatic
KBS to the project performance are not supported by the data, because, in our
references, the rather smaller team size in our samples. Still, the influences of syntactic
and semantic knowledge boundary spanning are proven to be positive and significant to
the project performance.
When it comes up to the interaction between effective KBS and the ISD
performance, we observe some interesting findings. First of all, the more effective
syntactic and semantic KBS is, the more effective pragmatic KBS would impact the
project performance. Furthermore, this kind of impact is especially obvious when
syntactic and semantic KBS effectiveness is high. In other word, as functional
requirements on the system are clear between ISD team and users, the effects of having
shared goals and interests between ISD team and users on the project performance
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would stand out.
Our research also confirmed that the proposed pragmatic, syntactic and semantic
KBS activities all have positive influences on the corresponding layers of knowledge
boundary spanning. Please refer to the Table 5.2 for the complete list of the proposed
KBS activities. We also find out that the “KBS processes” is the most important
activities among processes, roles and objects in all layers of KBS. Moreover, syntactic
and semantic KBS effectiveness plays a full-mediating role between syntactic and
semantic KBS activities and pragmatic KBS effectiveness.
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Table 5.1 Result of research model
Hypothesis

Results

Hypothesis 1a. Product quality increases when pragmatic Supported
knowledge boundary spanning effectiveness is highly effective.
Hypothesis 1b. Project performance increases when pragmatic Not Supported
knowledge boundary spanning effectiveness is highly effective.
Hypothesis 2a. Product quality increases when syntactic and Supported
semantic knowledge boundary effectiveness spanning is highly
effective.
Hypothesis 2b. Project performance increases when syntactic and Supported
semantic knowledge boundary effectiveness spanning is highly
effective.
Hypothesis 3. The effectiveness of pragmatic knowledge boundary Supported
spanning increases when syntactic and semantic knowledge
boundary spanning effectiveness is highly effective.
Hypothesis 4a. The effect of pragmatic knowledge boundary Not Supported
spanning effectiveness on product quality is contingent on
“syntactic

and

semantic”

knowledge

boundary

spanning

effectiveness.
Hypothesis 4b. The effect of pragmatic knowledge boundary Supported
spanning effectiveness on project performance is contingent on
“syntactic

and

semantic”

knowledge

boundary

spanning

effectiveness.
Hypothesis 5a. The effectiveness of pragmatic knowledge Supported
boundary spanning increases when critical knowledge boundary
spanning processes, roles, and objects are precisely followed.
Hypothesis 5b. The effectiveness of syntactic and semantic
knowledge boundary spanning increases when critical knowledge
boundary spanning processes, roles, and objects is precisely
followed.
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Supported

Table 5.2 Critical knowledge boundary spanning activities
Syntactic, semantic and pragmatic knowledge boundary spanning activities
Processes

Authority

Closure procedure

Status review meeting

Communicate in initial processes/
kick-off

High user-interactive software

Face-to-face meeting

process model
Roles

Project manager

Syntactic and semantic knowledge boundary spanning activities
Processes

Meeting of project scope definition

Workshop

Requirement validation

Brainstorming

Training

Colocation for system requirement

Processes for storing and retrieving

Storyboard, user story, cosplay

of knowledge
Requirement changing

Interview

management
Roles

System analyst

Software engineers

Individuals participate in similar

User experience designers and user

activities

interface designers

Contact person
Objects

Output of prototyping

Project scope documentation

Output of use cases

Output of storyboard, user story,
and cosplay

Test cases

Standards for Representation

Memorandum

Requirement changing report

Pragmatic knowledge boundary spanning activities
Processes

Colocation for project target

Roles

Executive officers

Objects

Project management plan

Colocation for business value

Performance report/ Progress
report
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5.2 Academic Applications
Our research contributes to the academia with two major conclusions. First, our
model depicts a complete image of how ISD performances are affected by different
layers of effective knowledge boundary spanning (KBS) and empirically identify the
critical KBS activities with different influences to each layers of knowledge boundaries.
Previous researches take effective knowledge boundary spanning as a second-order
construct and didn’t discuss the influences of individual layers to the ISD performances.
This research not only offers the entire picture of the interactions and moderating effects
between different layers of effective KBS and the ISD performances, but also proves
them empirically.
Our second contribution is to empirically identify and classify the measurements of
the knowledge boundary spanning activities that affect different layers of knowledge
boundaries by different categories – processes, roles and objects. The entire process is
performed under a proposed construct development methodology through multiple
stages. The result is shown to have significantly positive influences on proposed layers
of effective knowledge boundary spanning. Also, syntactic and semantic KBS
effectiveness is identified to play as a full-mediator between syntactic and semantic
KBS activities and pragmatic KBS effectiveness. Academically, this research offers the
measurements of evaluating how well the KBS activities are performed with respect to
different categories – processes, roles and objects to different knowledge boundaries –
pragmatic, and “syntactic and semantic”.

5.3 Practical Implications
For ISD team members, especially for project managers, it’s not surprised to face
the knowledge boundaries during the project and suffer the damages it makes on the
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product quality and the project performance. In this research, we not only identify the
direct and moderating impact each layers of knowledge boundary makes on the product
quality and the project performance, but also empirically identify critical KBS activities
with respect to each layer of knowledge boundaries that may cause different problems
during ISD.
According to the contingency theory, organizations are suggested to perform
different reactions to the contexts in order to increase their performance. By applying
our model and the spirit of contingency theory, ISD team members can identify the
possible solutions to the situation they face. First, ISD team members need to identify
the exact defects they encounter is whether a problem of product quality or project
performance.
Following, they can further figure out the different extents of each layer of KBS
issues they encounter. For instance, if the ISD team and the users are lack of agreements
on functional requirements, they are probably facing the syntactic and semantic
knowledge boundary, and need some solutions to improve the knowledge boundary
spanning effectiveness. On the other hand, if it’s about the differences on goals and
interests between ISD team and the users, there are the pragmatic KBS issues to fix.
After that, ISD team members can look into our findings on the interactions
between effective KBS and ISD performance to identify the extent of different layers of
KBS they need to perform.
Finally, depending on the previous decisions, ISD team can evaluate the list of
critical

knowledge

boundary

spanning

activities

we

proposed

as

the

suggested-best-practices in the industry through our empirical studies.
In conclusion, our research offers a guideline for ISD team members to improve
their project quality and product quality by helping them to find the possible processes,
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roles, and objects to perform, in order to leverage their efforts on spanning through
different layers of knowledge boundaries.

5.4 Limitations and Suggestions for Future Study
Other than the applications and implications of the research, there are still
limitations in this study that should be taken into consideration when viewing the results.
From the pre-test during the construct developing stages to the questionnaire survey,
most of the samples in this research are come from companies in Taiwan with limited
project sizes. According to simple demographic data analysis, 72.7% of the projects
have the development durations less than one year, and 48.5% of the projects are teams
with less than five members (79.9% of the project teams are smaller than ten persons).
The majority of the small projects in our samples draw an issue for us as the limitation
of the research and the suggestions for future studies. That is, the influences of small
project size is shown in our results and come up to the impacts of syntactic and
semantic KBS on ISD performance much stronger than the pragmatic KBS. We assume
that it’s because of the small projects rarely having diverse goals and interests between
ISD team and users.
For the future studies, we suggest the following researchers to cover a more
comprehensive samples in practice that include more samples with various of projects
sizes in different industries and countries, or further identify the impacts of these
variables. In order to come up with results that can cover major project attributes of ISD
projects without concerns.
Also, as we point out and validate the direct and moderating effects of syntactic,
semantic and pragmatic KBS effectiveness to ISD performances, the future studies
should consider to split up the direct impact of different layers of KBS efficiencies to
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the ISD performance and consider the moderating effects between them.
Finally, previous researches rose that the novelty and the dependency with users of
a project have impacts on the KBS (Carlile 2004; Zhang et al. 2011), but we didn’t
include them in our model. Thus, we would like to make it as the suggestion for future
researches.
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7 Appendix
7.1 The Complete List of Measurements
Appendix A. The Complete List of Measurements
Item ID

Measurement

BothP_1

Authority

BothP_2

Closure procedure

BothP_3

Status review meeting

BothP_4

Communicate in initial processes/ kick-off

BothP_5

High user-interactive software process model

BothP_6

Face-to-face meeting

PragP_1

Colocation for project target

PragP_2

Colocation for business value

SynSemP_1

Meeting of project scope definition

SynSemP_2

Workshop

SynSemP_3

Requirement validation

SynSemP_4

Brainstorming

SynSemP_5

Training

SynSemP_6

Colocation for system requirement

SynSemP_7

Processes for storing and retrieving of knowledge

SynSemP_8

Storyboard, user story, cosplay

SynSemP_9

Requirement changing management

SynSemP_10

Interview

BothR_1

Project manager

PragR_1

Executive officers

SynSemR_1

System analyst

SynSemR_2

Software engineers

SynSemR_3

Individuals participate in similar activities

SynSemR_4

User experience designers and user interface designers

SynSemR_5

Contact person

PragO_1

Project management plan
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PragO_2

Performance report/ progress report

SynSemO_1

Output of prototyping

SynSemO_2

Project scope documentation

SynSemO_3

Output of use cases

SynSemO_4

Output of storyboard, user story, and cosplay

SynSemO_5

Test cases

SynSemO_6

Standards for Representation

SynSemO_7

Memorandum

SynSemO_8

Requirement changing report
We work hard on increasing shared understanding on

SynSem_MIMIC_1 requirements with users
We work hard on increasing communication effectiveness with
SynSem_MIMIC_2 users
We work hard on understanding each others' ideas on
SynSem_MIMIC_3 requirements with users
Prag_MIMIC_1

We work hard on synchronizing the project goal with users
We work hard on achieving shared understanding on the project

Prag_MIMIC_2

goal with users

Prag_MIMIC_3

We work hard on synchronizing the project interests with users

SynSemEffi_1

We can clearly understand users' concrete requirements

SynSemEffi_2

We can help users express their concrete requirements efficiently
We can efficiently fetch users' requirements and transfer it into

SynSemEffi_3

concrete system requirements

PragEffi_1

We can clearly define the goals and outputs of the project
We have shared understanding on the overall goals of the

PragEffi_2

information system development project with users
We have shared understanding on the value (including goals and

PragEffi_3

interests) of the project

ProductQuality_1

The system has a high quality

ProductQuality_2

The system satisfies users' need

ProductQuality_3

The system is reliable

ProjPerform_1

Our works are completed in time

ProjPerform_2

Our works are completed in budget

ProjPerform_3

The project has an overall high effectiveness
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7.2 Questionnaire

親愛的先生、女士，您好：
這是一份學術性問卷，主要係研究資訊系統開發團隊與使用者之間跨越知識
疆界之行為，其研究結果預期可為學術界及實務界帶來重要貢獻，您的填答將被
視為寶貴之參考，而您的協助將對本研究提供莫大助益，由衷希望您能夠撥冗幫
助我們完成此份問卷。感謝您！

說明
本問卷共分為四部分，請您就您於任職公司參與過最有印象或最近一次的資
訊系統開發專案，並回想當初開發的情形來作答。本問卷所有資料僅供整體統計
分析之用，絕不會單獨對外公開，請您放心填答。另外再次謝謝您的熱心協助！
敬祝健康順心！

國立中山大學資訊管理研究所
指導教授：林東清 博士
徐士傑 博士
碩 士 生：張迪賀
M004020004@student.nsysu.edu.tw
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第一部分
專案開發背景相關資料
1

請問這個系統為：
□決策支援系統(DSS)

□管理資訊系統(MIS)

□電子商務系統(EC)

□企業資源規劃(ERP) □顧客關係管理系統(CRM)
□供應鏈管理系統(SCM)

□行動裝置應用程式(Mobile Application)

□交易處理系統(RTPS/ TPS)
2

□其他 ____________________。

該系統為：
□內部自行開發

□委外開發資訊系統

□其他 ____________________。
3

該資訊系統開發專案開發時間長度約為：
□<3 個月 □3~6 個月 □6 個月~1 年 □1 年~1 年半
□2~3 年

4

□3 年以上

請問您參與的軟體開發專案團隊的總人數有：
□<5 人 □5~10 人 □11~15 人 □16~20 人

5

□1 年半~2 年

□21 人以上

請問該資訊系統開發的預算為：
□<30 萬 □30~60 萬 □61~90 萬 □91~120 萬

□121~300 萬 □300 萬以上

第一部分到此結束，請翻頁進行第二部分，非常謝謝您！
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第二部分
請您就您認為此活動在貴公司的落實程度進行勾選，請以您參與過最有印象或最
近一次的資訊系統開發專案來做答。
協助溝通目的與協調需求的流程
在系統的開發過程中，我們團隊有執行下列這些流

我們十分落實這個流程

程，包括

的執行與使用者互動
非常

非常

不同意

同意

6

文件需要經過各階級負責人或主管的簽呈

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

7

專案結束時舉辦結案會議

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

在階段性的會議中與使用者一同檢視專案的狀態

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

與進度
9

透過專案起始會議與使用者充分溝通

10 發展或遵循與使用者高度互動的系統開發方法
（如漸增模式、雛形模式、螺旋模式、敏捷軟體
開發、聯合設計開發等）
11 與使用者有進行實地、面對面的討論

協助溝通目的的流程
在系統的開發過程中，我們團隊有執行下列這些流

我們十分落實這個流程

程，包括

的執行與使用者互動
非常

非常

不同意

同意

12 在會議中與使用者討論專案的目標

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

13 在會議中與使用者討論專案對企業的價值

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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協助協調需求的流程
在系統的開發過程中，我們團隊有執行下列這些流

我們十分落實這個流程

程，包括

的執行與使用者互動
非常

非常

不同意

同意

14 在會議中與使用者討論專案的範疇

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

15 透過工作坊(workshop)的方式與使用者溝通需求

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

16 與使用者進行需求驗證

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

17 與使用者一同進行專案相關需求的腦力激盪

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

18 提供使用者充分的教育訓練

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

19 透過會議形式與使用者討論專案需求與應有的功

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

22 在會議中與使用者討論需求變更的內容

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

23 透過個別的需求訪談與使用者溝通

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

能
20 建立知識留存流程，提供經驗給將來的專案參與
者參考
21 透過角色扮演、使用者故事或使用者情境等方法
與使用者溝通

協助溝通目的與協調需求的角色
在系統的開發過程中，我們團隊有下列這些角色，包 我們十分落實這個角色
括

與使用者的互動

24 透過專案經理與使用者進行溝通

非常

非常

不同意

同意

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

協助溝通目的的角色
25 透過高階經理人與使用單位進行溝通
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協助協調需求的角色
在系統的開發過程中，我們團隊有下列這些角色，包 我們十分落實這個角色
括

與使用者的互動
非常

非常

不同意

同意

26 透過系統分析師與使用者進行溝通

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

27 透過程式開發人員直接與使用者進行溝通

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

28 挑選與此專案有相似參與經驗的使用者與我們溝

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

通
29 透過使用者經驗或使用者界面設計師與使用者進
行溝通
30 設立明確的窗口與使用者溝通

協助溝通目的的工具
在系統的開發過程中，我們團隊有使用下列工具與使 我們十分落實這個工具
用者溝通，包括

的使用
非常

非常

不同意

同意

31 使用與系統相關的專案企劃書

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

32 使用專案進度表向使用者回報階段性成果

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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協助協調需求的工具
在系統的開發過程中，我們團隊有使用下列工具與使 我們十分落實這個工具
用者溝通，包括

的使用
非常

非常

不同意

同意

33 使用雛形系統的產出與使用者溝通

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

34 使用或建立系統或專案範疇(scope)與使用者溝

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

35 使用或建立使用者案例(use cases)與使用者溝通

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

36 使用角色扮演、使用者故事或使用者情境的產出

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

37 使用或建立測試案例與使用者溝通

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

38 使用或建立制式的文件或會議記錄

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

39 使用或建立與使用者之間的備忘錄

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

40 使用需求變更文件以進行與使用者間的需求變更

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

通

文件與使用者溝通

管理

對建立需求共識的努力
在該資訊系統開發過程當中，對於建立需求的共識，

非常

非常

整體而言，我覺得

不同意

同意

41 我們有努力於提升雙方對需求的共識。

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

42 我們有努力於提升與使用者間的溝通效率。

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

43 我們有努力於理解彼此對需求的認知。

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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對協調專案目標的努力
在該資訊系統開發過程當中，對於協調專案目標與利

非常

非常

益這方面，整體而言，我覺得

不同意

同意

44 我們有努力於使彼此的專案目標一致。

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

45 我們有努力於與使用者間達成對專案目的的共

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

識。
46 我們有努力於協調彼此在專案上的利益。

第二部分到此結束，請翻頁進行第三部分，非常謝謝您！
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第三部分
評估系統分析設計與開發階段之需求溝通與目的協調績效、資訊系統之新穎性與
變動性、整體專案成果之專案績效與產品品質
系統分析、設計與開發階段之需求溝通績效
在該資訊系統開發過程當中，於系統分析、設計與開
發階段，我認為

非常
不同意

非常
同意

47 我們能夠清楚理解使用者的具體需求。

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

48 我們能有效的協助使用者表達他們具體的需求。

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

49 我們能有效的擷取使用者的需求，將之轉化成具
體的系統需求。

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

系統分析、設計與開發階段之目的協調績效
在該資訊系統開發過程當中，於系統分析、設計與開
發階段，我認為

非常
不同意

非常
同意

50 我們雙方能清楚定義專案的目標與產出。

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

51 我們和使用者對資訊系統開發專案的整體目標有
相當的共識。

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

52 我們雙方對專案開發的價值觀（包含目標與價值） 1
有所共識。

2

3

4

5

6

7

整體專案成果之產品品質
對於該資訊系統成果的評價，針對專案整體結果而
言，我認為

非常
不同意

非常
同意

53 這個系統的品質是高的。

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

54 這個系統有滿足使用者的需求。

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

55 這個系統是可靠的。

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

整體專案成果之專案績效
對於該資訊系統成果的評價，針對專案整體結果而
言，我認為

非常
不同意

非常
同意

56 我們的工作有在預定時間內完成。

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

57 我們的工作有在預算內完成。

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

58 這個專案整體的績效是高的。

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

第三部分到此結束，請翻頁進行第四部分，非常謝謝您！
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第四部分
受訪者背景相關資料
59 請問您在就職的公司的工作年資為：
□<1 年 □1~3 年 □3~5 年 □5~10 年

□10 年以上

60 請問您是在資訊系統開發團隊中服務的：
□程式設計師

□系統分析師

□專案經理

□部門經理

□其他 ____________________。
61 請問您在公司內部為：
□一般員工

□基層主管

□中層主管

□高層主管

其他________。

62 請問您所在的產業類別為：
□資訊科技業
□政府機關

□金融保險業
□學校

□製造業

□服務業

□醫療業

□其他 ____________________。

63 請問您就職的公司的總人數有：
□<30 人 □30~50 人 □50~100 人 □100~500 人
□1000~3000 人

□500~1000 人

□3000 人以上

64 請問您就職的公司名稱為：（選填）
_____________________________________________

本問卷到此結束，請再檢查是否有漏填的題目。
萬分感謝您的填答，祝您健康順心！
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